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SENATE BILL 1764 ,!\DVISORY COMMITTEE
EXE4:'UTIVE SUMMARY

REPORT

This is the Executive Summary of the SenateBill 1764 Advisory Committee's
Recommendations Report. The repor1tpresentsconclusions and recommendations of the SB
1764 Advisory Committee to the SWR~CBregarding the Underground Storage Tank Regulatory
Program. The SB 1764 Advisory Conlffiittee was appointed by the SWRCB pursuant to SB
1764, which was signed into law by GlovemorPete Wilson and becameeffective January 1,
1995. SB 1764 specifically requires tiLeAdvisory Comniittee to "recommend to the Board any
changeswhich it believes are necess~y to ensure that cleanup standardsare both technologically
feasible and necessaryto ensurethe pr,otectionof human health and safety and the environment."
The SB 1764 Advisory Committee is c:omprisedof the following appointed members: George
Apostolakis, Ph.D., MassachusettsInstitute of Technology; Michael Collins, Ph.D., University of
California, Los Angeles; Robert Carrington Crouch, Ph.D., University of California, Santa
Barbara; John Farr, Ph.D., P.E., ICF K.aiserEngineers; Graham Fogg, Ph.D., University of
California, Davis; Martin Reinhard, Ph.D., Stanford University; and Kate Scow, Ph.D.,
University of California, Davis. Dr. F,arrserved as chair.
Following the Executive Summary is 1he main body of the committee's report, containing the
full conclusions, recommendations,and supporting discussionsthat were ratified by committee
votes. Also included in the report are some minority conclusions, recommendations,and
discussions,and a minority report filed by Dr. Robert Carrington Crouch.

Summaryversionsof the Committee'~;
conclusionsandrecommendations
areasfollows:

1. THE USE OF RISK ASSESSME~NT
Conclusion:
The current corrective action processis not implemented in a consistentmanner, is wasteful of
resources,and is controversial.

Recommendation:
A frameworkfor formulatingcorrectiveactionsshouldbe developedthatusesthe conceptsand
tools of risk-baseddecisionmaking.
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2. SITE CLOSURE CRITERIA
Conclusion
Site closure criteria, based on defined levels of acceptablerisk, do not exist for LUFT sites in
California. Correcting this deficienc:ywill greatly improve California's UST program.

Recommendation
The State should issue clear written J5uidanceon what levels of risk are acceptable for various
receptors of interest, or if necessary,proceduresfor determining contaminant concentrations
which yield acceptablelevels of protection.

3. RISK CLASSIFICATION
Conclusion
The SWRCB has tended to treat all LUFT sites as though they pose equal threats. This has
causeda misallocation of remediatio][lresources. Too many resourceshave been allocated to
"lower risk" sites and too few resourc~es
have, therefore, beenallocated to "higher risk" sites.

Recommendation
Guidance should be provided on ho~r LUFT sites should be classified based on the threat they
present. This can be achieved by adopting a risk-based decision-making framework.

4. INSIGNIFICANT RISK SITES
Conclusion
LUFT sites bear a stigma that makes them difficult to sell even when they pose an insignificant
threat. This prevents the sites being c:onveyedto their highest and bestuses.

Recommendation
Make it a matter of public record that a LUFT site contains residual hydroGarbons,but that
insignificant-risk sites pose no forese,eablethreat to human health, safety, the environment, or
beneficial water use.
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5. SIGNIFICANT RISK SITES
Conclusion
Some LUFT sites pose a significant risk to human health, safety, the environment, and/or beneficial
water uses.

Recommendation
These sites should be actively remediated at the leastpossible cost to meet risk-based remediation
goals. The estimated degreeof residual risk should be made a matter of public record.

6. INTRINSIC BIOREMEDIA TION
Conclusion
Intrinsic bioremediation of certain LU]~T contaminants appearsto be occurring at'many LUFT sites.
If the effectiveness of intrinsic bioremediation can be establishedat a given site, this process should
be considered as a viable treatment altt~mative.

Recommendations
a) Analytical and hydrogeological protocols should be establishedto determine whether intrinsic
bioremediation is sufficient to contain and remove existing contamination within a reasonable
time frame.
b) The SWRCB should issue written guidance regarding how the "reasonable" time frame for
intrinsic bioremediation is to be determined.
c) Evidence of intrinsic bioremediation may be used to lower the priority ranking of a LUFT site
for cleanup with respectto the contaminants being biodegraded.
d) Monitoring of the contaminant plume should be conducted during the processof intrinsic
bioremediation to ensure that conuunination does not spreadbeyond acceptablebpundaries.
e) The SWRCB should verify the LLNL report conclusions and collect and evaluate data for LUFT
contaminants not considered in the:LLNL report.

7. SOURCES OF DRINKING WATER RESOLUTION
Conclusion
The prevailing interpretations of SWR~CBResolution 88-63 have resulted in protection of
essentially all groundwater to MCL's, even in areaswhere it is unsuitable as a sour~e of drinking
water.
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Recommendation
The SWRCB should issue interpretive clarification of SWRCB Resolution 88-63 to 'clearly define
what type of groundwater systemscomprise California's sourcesof drinking water, and what level
of protection is reasonablefor those :sources.

8. BENEFICIAL USF;DESIGNATIONS AND WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES
Conclusions
The beneficial water use designation:;and Basin Plan water-quality objectives are often overly
restrictive, compelling virtually all gJ~oundwater
remediation in California to MCLs for drinking
vvater,even in caseswhere groundwa.teris non-potable due to natural causesor commonly accepted
human practices. The beneficial-use designationsand water-quality objectives do not adequately
addresscertain requirements of Porter-Cologne (Water Code sec. 13241).

Recommendations
a) The beneficial use designations aJ1dBasin Plan water-quality objectives should be revised as
necessaryto addressall requirem<~nts
of Porter-Cologne so that groundwater systems unsuitable
as sourcesof drinking water are not designated"MUN".
b) The State should consider classif)ring groundwater systemsfor beneficial use suitability on a
sub-regional scale.
c) It would be worthwhile for the S\VRCB to recognize the benefits of subsurfacetreatment zones
for highly degradablechemicals, ~)uchas petroleum hydrocarbons, in its public review/revision
of Resolution 92-49.

9. CONSIDERATION OF ECONOMIC FACTORS
Conclusion
The UST Program has failed to adequlatelyrecognize that managementof water resourcesshould be
conducted in full consideration of the benefits and costs associatedwith managementdecisions.

Recommendation
The UST Program's decision making should be made in full considerationof economic factors.
Remediation requirements should be Jrlecessary
to protect human health, safety, and the
environment, or economically justifiable.
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10. MTBE AND OTHER FUEL O:~YGENATES
Conclusion
The relatively recent use of fuel oxyg(~natesthat are recalcitrant to biodegradation (primarily
MTBE) has created the'potential for contamination of much larger volumes of groundwater than
when suchadditives were not used. MTBEhasbeen added in significant quantities to fuels in
California only within the last five to 1tenyears, and previous evaluations of LUFT impacts on
groundwater, including the LLNL studies, have not accounted for this relatively new threat.

Recommendation
LUFTsite characterization should include data on recalcitrant fuel additives such as MTBE in soil
and groundwater; and when a recalcitr'antfuel additive is present,the risks to human health, the
environment, and water resourcesshould be considered greaterthan if it were not present, Working
with USEPA or other appropriate agencies,the SWRCB should evaluate the risks posed by MTBE
and other fuel additives as comparedto benzene.

11. INDEPENDENT REVIEW PAl~ELS
Conclusion
The existing appealsprocessregardin~~regulatory decisions can be lengthy, and some aggrieved
parties are reluctant to file appealsdue:to the fear of alienating regulators.

Recommendation
The SWRCB should consider creating an alternate avenue for appealsusing a network of
independent,regional LUFT technical review panels manned by qualified environmental experts to
help resolve disputes based on technical arguments.

12. ADEQUATE SOURCE REMOVAL
Conclusion
Whatconstitutesadequate"sourceremoval" is oftenambiguous.
Recommendation
What d~termines adequatesourceremoval should be determined site-specifically using a risk-based
decision,.makingapproach.
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13. ANALYTICAL AND SAMPLING CONSIDERATIONS
Conclusion
Current sampling and analysesprotol:ols are inadequateto assessintrinsic bioremediation potential
and predict the evolution of dissolved fuel hydrocarbonand additive plumes. Chemical species that
would aid in interpretation of whether intrinsicbioremediation is occurring are not currently
monitored. Additionally, most grourldwatermonitoring designs at LUFT sites have provided
inadequatedata regarding downward chemical transportto greaterdepths.

Recommendation
The SWRCB should develop g\!jdelines for LUFT sites regarding the type of data required, and how
such data are to be collected, to assessif:
a) a LUFT plume is growing in con<:entrationand size;
b) intrinsic bioremediation is occurr:lng;
c) there is significant potential for downward migration or preferential flow of contaminants along
highly permeable pathways that n~sultin significant offsite impacts;
d) there are potential impacts to lateJ:allyor vertically adjacentreceptors and water resources.

14. NEED FOR SKILLED PRAClrITIONERS
Conclusion
The large number ofLUFT sites has outrun the number of qualified personnel available to properly
handle them.

Recommendation
The SWRCB should initiate training ,rod recruitment programs to remedy this deficiency.
Contracting-out for expert advice should also be consideredan option to improve regulatory
decision making.

15. NEED FOR DETAILED WRI1rTEN GUIDANCE
Conclusion
There is a need for detailed written guidance on how LUFT sites should be investigated, remediated,
monitored and closed.
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Recommendation
Cal/EPA should create a,task force to develop such \vritten guidance.

16. SOIL CLEANUP STANDARD~;
Conclusion
Default regulatory standardsfor soil cleanup at LUFT sites '4renot scientifically supportable,
particularly those based on TPH conce:ntrationsin soil.

Recommendation
Soil cleanup "standards" should be de'velopedsite-specifically as outlined in the adopted ;isk-based
decision-making approach,and should be deterI11inedfor chemicals of concern (not TPH).

LLNL HISTORICAL CASE ANALYSIS REPORT
Conclusion
The LLNL Historical CaseAnalysis R.eportadds significantly to the growing body of evidence that
averagebenzeneplume dimensions tend to be smaller than if the benzenewere not biodegrading
significantly at many sites. The LLNI., and SWRCB staff should be congratulated for this major
effort in data reduction and analysis. ]~stimatesof plume dimensions in the LLNL report are higWy
approximate, however, and should not be used directly as general screening criteria in risk-based
decision qlaking.

Recommendation
The LLNL Historical CaseAnalysis R~eportfindings should be used to provide a scientific
foundation for considerationof intrinsic bioremediation as a viable clean-up alternative where
appropriate. Also, the SWRCB should direct LLNL to thoroughly demonstratethe efficacy of
methods used in estimating plume dimensions so that readerscan more fully aScertainthe meaning
of the results. Following this necessaJ~y
demonstration, some of the report statistics macybe useful in
development of screening-level criteria for risk-based decision-making.
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LLNL RECOMMENDATIONS REPORT
Conclusion
The LLNL RecommendationsReport provides a cogent, generally realistic review of the regulatory
framework and cleanup processescurrently applied to LUFT sites in California; however, parts of
the report unrealistically minimize thlemagnitude of the LUFT problem.
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California Senate Bill 1764 Advisory Committee
Recommencl.:t.tionsReport to the State Water
Resources Controll Board R~garding the Underground
Storage Tank Regulatory Program, May 1996
INTRODUCTION
This report is hereby submitted to the California State Water ResourcesControl Board (SWRCB)
pursuant to the requirements of section 25299.38 of the California Health and Safety Code. Section
25299.38 was a product of California SenateBill 1764 (SB 1764), authored by SenatorThompson. The
report presents conclusions and recomme:ndationsoftl1e SB 1764 Advisory Committee to the SWRCB
regarding the Underground Storage Tank Regulatory Program. The SB 1764 Advisory Colnmittee was
appointed by the SWRCB pursuant to SB 1764, which was signed into law by Governor Pete Wilson and
became effective January 1, 1995. SB 17'64required the SWRCB to "convene an advisorycomn:!ittee
consisting of distinguished chemists, biologists, health professionals, geologists, engineers, and other
appropriate professionals" to advise the Board on matters pertaining to the Underground Storage Tank
Regulatory Program (U,STProgram). Th,eBoard appointed the SB 1764 Advisory Committee members
on January 19, 1995 and convened the first Committee meeting on February 3, 1995 in Sacramento.
SB 1764 specifically requires the Advisol"y Committee to "recommend to the Board any changes which it
believes are necessaryto ensure that cleanup standardsare both technologically feasible and necessaryto
ensure the protection of human health and safety and the environment." SB 1764 further states the
Committee's recommendations are to be made following a mandatedcomprehensive review by the
Advisory Committee of the following:

1.

'.'groundwater
monitoringrequirements,remediationtechniques,and methodologies;

2.

criteria for determiningthat remediationhasbeensatisfactorilycompleted;

3

the cleanup standards which responsible parties conducting corrective action pursuant to
this article are required to meet; and

4.

the policies,guidelines,andmethodswhich areusedto establishthosestandards"

SB 1764was passedinto law to address growing concern and criticism of California's USTProgram.
Critics have argued that the implementatilon of the UST Program has resulted in wasteful application of
resources at sites that pose little risk to human health, safety, the environment, and beneficial uses of
water. Concern has focused on the Program's lack of consistent, site-specific risk-based decision making
and reliance on narrow and inconsistent interpretations of existing SWRCB policies for water-quality

control.
In the face of such criticism, the SB 1764 Advisory Committee wishes to recognize the environmental
protection and restoration benefits of California's UST Program over the past decade. The UST Program
has been a positive force, driving improvements in fuel storage and handling equipment, procedures, and
maintenance that have dramatically reduced fuel tank leaks, and tank overfill and spills. Under the UST
Program, investigation and remediation methods and technology for leaking underground fuel tanks

(LUFT) sites have evolved over the past decadeto tile point where investigation and remediation of
LUFT sites is practical and efficient when directed by skille.d professionals.
Although tile UST Program has benefited California in many respects, many of tile regulatory
requirements have come to be seenas onerous. The parties held responsible for site investigations and
remediation, environmental consultants,and regulators now agree that the existing UST Program
requires change to better allocate economic resourcesand improve environmental protection and
restoration. Our current recognition of the need for regulatory reform, and our state of knowledge on
how to better implement the UST Program is, of course, a direct benefit of lessons learned over the past
decade ofUST Program implementation.
One of the general problems of the UST Program is that regulators have tended to treat, a priori, all
petroleum leak sites as major problems that require extensive investigation, remediation, and monitoring.
The existing UST Program, which derives much of its authority and guidance from general water-quality
control policies of the SWRCB, does not adequatelyrecognize the wide range of site-specific risk to
human health, safety, the environment, and beneficial uses of the waters of the State posed byitidi~idual
LUFT sites, which varies from no-risk to significant risk. While the regulatory requirements for
investigation and I:emediation of LUFT :sitesare, in many cases,necessaryto ensure th_eprotection of
human health, safety, the environment, ,md beneficial water uses,the regulatory requirements often
result in little to no risk reduction at considerable expense.This is a misallocation of economic resources;
and regulatory program changes appearto be necessaryin order for California to better allocate its
resources, including both land and water resources.
The SB 1764 Advisory Committee is comprised of the following appointed members:

GeorgeApostolakis, Ph.D., Massachusetts
Instituteof Technology;Expertisein Risk Assessment
Michael Collins, Ph.D., University of C:alifornia,Los Angeles;Expertisein Public Health
Robert Carrington Crouch, Ph.D., Universityof California,SantaBarbara;Expertisein Economics
John M. Farr, Ph.D., P.E., ICF Kaiser:Engineers;
Expertisein Hydrology, EnvironmentalModeling,
and RemediationEngineering
Graham Fogg, Ph.D., Universityof California,Davis; Expertisein Hydrogeology
Martin Reinhard, Ph.D., StanfordUniversity;Expertisein EnvironmentalChemistry
Kate Scow,Ph.D., University of California,Davis; Expertisein Soil Microbial Ecology
The Committee is chaired by Dr. Farr. The Committee held a total of 8 public meetings at the SWRCB
First Floor Hearing Room at 901 P Street, Sacramento,and also conducted 15 noticed and open
conference calls. Presentationswere made to the Committee by regulatory staff of the State
Underground Storage Tank Program (JamesGiannopoulos, Kevin Graves, Jon Marshack, John Richards,
and Luis Rivera), the State Air ResourcesBoard (Carole Scibienski), Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (Dave Rice), The Environmental Resource Council (Roland Brust), the Western States
Petroleum Association (WSPA, John Gustafson), the U.S. Air Force Center for Environmental
Excellence (AFCEE, Patrick Haas) and by JohnFarr.
A large volume of written materials was reviewed by the Committee (see reference list), including more
than 56 White Papers submitted to the Committee in responseto a ca.II for White Papers on the UST
Program issued by the SB 1764Adviso~; Committee May 24, 1995. The Committee believes the White
Papersare a valuable resource in identif)ling important issuesand ways to improve the existing
regulatory program.
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It is important to note that the SB 1]64 mandate for the Advisory Committee differs from portions of the
long-standing water quality control policies of the SWRCB. While SB 1764 requires the Committee to
recommend changes necessaryto ensure tllat UST Program "cleanup standardsare necessaryto protect
human health, safety, and the environment," California's Water Code and SWRCB Policies focus on the
protection of beneficial uses of the water~;of the State. In making its recommendations, the Committee
has chosento retain the inclusion of beneficial water use protection as a necessaryand worthwhile goal
of the UST Program. Because of the inconsistent interpretations of the existing water quality control
policies, discussion is provided by the Cclmmittee on the nature and extent of beneficial water use
protection that should be considered adequate.
The conclusions and recommendations 01'the Advisory Committee are as follows:

1. THE USE OF RISK ASSESSMENT'
Conclusion
The current corrective action process is n,:>timplemented in a consistent manner, is wasteful of resources,
and is controversial.

Recommendation
The committee recommends that a frame',.,ork for formulating corrective actiC)nsbe developed that uses
the concepts and tools of risk assessment(in its broader sense)to the maximum extent possible. The
committee acknowledges that risk assessmentcannot be the sole basis for selecting corrective actions
and recommends that the framework cleaJrlydelineate its limitations and how such limitations are
accounted for in the decision-making pro(;ess. The American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM)
standard for Risk-Based Corrective Action, ASTM E-1739-95 (RBCA), as well as the experience of
states that have already adopted risk-base,dprograms, are good starting points for developing this
framework.

Discussion
Selecting the appropriate corrective actions for underground leaking fuel tanks is a very complex
probiem that involves several stakeholders with different objectives. Defining rationality for such
problems has eluded tJ.}escientific community even at the theoretical level. In practice, the best that we
can hope for is a process that is acceptabl,~to the stakeholders, that usesthe best available science, and
that efficiently applies the available resourcesto attain maximum benefit to the people of the State. Risk
assessmenthas the potential for contribut:ing to this process by making the selection of corrective actions
transparentand focusing the expenditure of effort and resourceswhere the return is the highest.
The term "risk assessment"means different things in different industries. In environmental restoration, it
usually means the derivation of quantitative estimates of risks to human health (i.e., the probability of
adverse health effects) or to environmentlu receptors. In other industries it is used in a broader sense,
i.e., only the probabilities of undesirable I~ventsresulting from a specific hazard are evaluated. These
undesirable events include, but are not limited to, health effects. Thus, in the nuclear power industry,
where risk assessmentis called probabilis,tic risk (or safety) assessment(PRA or PSA), these events
include reactorcoredamage~m-the chemical process industry, where it is known as quantitative risk
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assessment(QRA), undesirable events include specific releasesof chemicals; finally, in the nuclear
waste management industry, where it is:known as performance assessment(PA), undesirable events
include releasesof radionuclides from repositories at specific locations and at specific times in the

future.
A very important result of these studies, indeed some people argue that it is the most important result, is
a list of "dominant" hazard or exposure scenarios, that is, a list of the most likely pathways through
which the hazard may causethe undesirableevents. Developing this list requires the utilization of data
and models. The dominant exposure scenariosare a few in number (while the risk assessmentitself may
deal with a large number of possible sct:narios)and can serve as the basis for risk management.
Typically, these scenarios involve even1:s
whose analysis requires diverse scientific disciplines, such as
physics, chemistry, structural analysis, reliability theory, and toxicology. The study of these scenarios
helps the risk assessorsand managersfocus their attention on what information is needed from these
disciplines, from the system itself, and why.
It is this broad usage of risk assessmentthat the Committee has in mind in its recommendation. The
undesirable events in this case will be dl~fined for the various receptors of interest, such as humans and
biota. Basing remedial actions on the se:tof most likely scenarios(and their timing) that may lead to
undesirable effects on the receptors will go a long way toward injecting rationality into the process and
guiding sound, defensible decision making. However, problems still remain and they stem largely from
the uncertainties that are usually associatedwith the identification of these scenarios and the evaluation
of the likelihood of their occurrence. Significant sources of uncertainty include the common lack of
adequatedata and the lack of full process representation in the relatively simple subsurface chemical
transport models commonly applied to LUFT site analysis.
It is important to realize that these uncertainties are related to our understanding of the relevant
phenomena and that they are presentregardless of whether one performs a risk assessment. Risk
assessmentfocuses our attention on the uncertainties; it does not create them. Even in the presence of
large uncertainties, the risk scenariosare:still valuable, becausewe can now ask questions such as, "what
data do we need to collect to increaseour confidence in the validity of these scenarios?" In other words,
the scenarios can be the basis for the eva.luationof the significance of events and processesthat have not
been included in the risk assessment.This qualitative evaluation can expand on the risk results and point
to corrective actions that supplementthose suggestedby the risk assessment. This is why we
recommend that risk assessmentnot be the sole basis for remedial action decisions.
The uncertainties and the requirement of a qualitative evaluation of the risk assessmentresults create a
conflict between the need to retain flexibility and complete the best possible technical evaluation of a
given site and the need to produce prescriptive guidance that promotes rapid decision making and
consistency. A good example of an effolrt to deal with this conflict is the ASTM Standard E 1739-95
(RBCA), which could serve as a good stirting point for the type of decision-making framework that the
Committee believes would serve California well. The tiered approach and the Tier-l look-up tables are
an attempt to strike a reasonablebalance between flexibility and prescriptive guidance. Tier-l look-up
tables are easily generated for various kll1ownparametervalues or estimates applicable to given site
conditions. It is here that the model uncl~rtaintiesthat we have referred to enter the picture; while we
recognize that more work is needed in this area, we believe that Ii review of actual implementations of
RBCA will provide valuable insights into the kinds of issuesthat arise in practice and how often
practitioners have found RBCA existing written guidance to be satisfactory.
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Finally, we note that risk assessmentcan only identify what is important; it does not tell us what should
be done to reduce the major sources of risk or how site closure can be achieved. For these reasons, it is
important to develop performance or acceptancecriteria, that is, a set of requirements that must be
satisfied before site closure is granted. The policy decisions required to clearly define such criteria and
the acceptable methods for demonstrating compliance will be a challenging, yet a necessarytask.

2. SITE CLOSURE CRITERIA
Conclusion
Defined levels of acceptable risk that can guide risk-based decision making for California's LUFT sites
have not been agreed upon or adopted by the State. The critical question of "How clean is clean?" is not
adequately addressedunder existing UST Program directives, and guidance on how this critical question
should be answered in a defensible manner is sorely needed. Recognizing the limitations of fixed
numerical standards for acceptable chemical concentrations in soil, water, and air, there is an urgent need
for the adoption of clear written guidance on what levels of risk to potential receptors are acceptable, as
well as what methods should be used to evaluate potential receptor exposures. Within a risk-based
decision-making framework, such guidalJlcewould provide the basis to determine the primary site closure
criteria: site-specific, media-specific chemical concentrations that pose acceptable levels of risk.

Recommendation
The State should issue clear written guidance on acceptablecriteria for closure of LUFT sites. It is
presumed that.in order to institute a risk-based approach, such criteria should be predicated on
determining.acceptable levels of risk that would be applicable to ~ll sites. This guidance could
potentially be in the form of acceptable lt~velsof risk, or procedures for determining combinations of
chemical concentrations allowable in groundwater and/or soils predicated on risk. In the latter case,
written guidance should be provided on the risk analysis methods and/or assumptions necessaryto make
the extrapolations from acceptable levels of risk to chemical concentrations with particular attention to
the relevant uncertainties. Becausefixed numerical standards independentof risk are not based on
complete pathways to receptors, they should only be used as part of a conservative screening stage in the
lowest tier of a multi-tiered risk-based decision-making approach. A clear and precise process is needed
to determine remedial objectives and to support closure decisions that are based on the risks associated
with the site.

Discussion
The Committee believes that the State should not rely solely on fixed numerical cleanup goals or closure
criteria in tenns of acceptable chemical concentrations in soil and water, becausethese numbers should
depend on site-specific and media-specific factors and on the risk-based approach that has been
recommended (Recommendation 1). Thus, it is appropriate for the State to issue guidance regarding the
levels of acceptable risk for chemical exposures. However, it is possible that acceptable contaminant
concentrations can substitute for actual riisk values for certain sites. This may be necessitated by the
large uncertainties that are associated wi1:hestimating risk values for some sites or by the significance
that the State assignsto some intermediate points in the risk pathway, such as groundwater and the
protection of its beneficial uses.
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The existing water quality-objectives (generally MCLs) are intended,to protect beneficial water uses to
acceptable levels of risk. However, becausethey apply to virtually all waters of the state (not just
potential exposure points), they contribute little to the definition of acceptable levels of risk, and their
application by state and local regulators can be viewed as arbitrary. In addition, the water-quality
objectives do not directly address certain exposurepathways of concern, such as those associated with
the inhalation of hydrocarbon vapors in indoor air, and MCLs do not exist for many chemicals of
concern that may affect the beneficial uses of water. Thus, the existing water-quality objectives are not
uniformly risk based,and, therefore, should not be usedas closure criteria in their present form (see
Recommendation No.8). There is a need for guidance on what levels of risk should be considered
acceptable as a starting point for risk-based decisionmaking. Using recommended risk assessment
methods, observed or simulated chemical concentrations at potential exposure points (e.g., through the
screenedsections of existing or probable future water-supply wells) could then be compared to
acceptable exposure-point concentrations or risk levels to determine what degree of site remediation, if
any, is required.
To expedite the process of site evaluation, fixed levels of acceptable risk may be stated in terms of
media~specific chemical concentrations or standardsat the lowest tier of risk analysis (assuming a tiered,
risk-based approach is adopted). At higher tiers, target levels of acceptable risk serve as the starting
point for the risk analysis and decision making. However, the State may decide to determine the
procedure for transforming a health risk value into a contaminant concentration becausethe risk
assessmentprocess may require a large number of assumptionsand great uncertainty. Rather than
having the various parties debate the merits of different risk assessmentmethods, the State should
provide guidance for the procedures used to extrapolate to site-specific, media-specific contaminant
concentrations.
For the higher tiers of analysis applied to sites with greater potential remediation costs, the risks posed
by chemicals of concern for both existing and probable future pathways should be evaluated through
realistic consideration of the chemical transport distance horizontally and vertically between LUFT
contaminant source(s) ~d the screeneddepth intervals of existing and probable future water-supply
wells. This has beendone sporadically in many cases,but regulators have often requited that the range
of potentially complete exposure pathways evaluated must include unrealistic hypothetical exposure
scenarios involving direct human ingestion of very shallow groundwater (e.g., through wells with
screeneddepths less that 25 ft bgs, which are not legally permitted), ingestion of groundwater that is
nonpotable due to natural causesor widely acceptedpractices of man, and ingestion of groundwater
contained within low-permeability sediments that yield insufficient quantities of water to possibly serve
as a water supply. The SWRCB should discouragethe enforcement of such unsupportable and
economically counterproductive regulatory requirements.
The State should define a level of acceptable risk that is consistent with other environmental exposures.
To begin this difficult task, the SWRCB could consider holding hearings and possibly soliciting white
papers regarding what levels of estimated risk should be deemed acceptable by the State,for LUFT sites.
The SWRCB should consider comparative risks that the State currently deems acceptable due to other
sourcesof pollution and for other media (such as risks due to the impact of automobile emissions on
ambient air, or acceptable estimated caru:errisks as defined in the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic
Enforcement Act of 1986, Proposition 6:>,California Health and Safety Code Section 25249.5 et. Seq.)
compared to the fuel leak impacts on soil and groundwater media that are of primary concern at LUFT
sites. Similarly, acceptable levels of risk from all other causesshould be considered.
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3. RISK CLASSIFICATION

Conclusion
UST Program regulators have tended to treat all LUFT sites as though they pose similar, nearly always
significant threats to human health, safety, the environment, and beneficial water uses. This has caused
misallocation of remediation resources. UST Program regulators, responsible parties, and environmental
consultants have been devoting relatively too much effort to lower risk LOFT sites and relatively too
little effort to higher risk LUFT ~iitesand other non-LUFT water-quality threats in California.

Recommendation
The SWRCB should provide definitive guidance on how LUFT sites should be classified based on the
risk they pose to human health, safety, the environment, and beneficial water uses. This can be achieved
by adopting a risk-based decision making framework for consistent application to all LUFT sites in

California.
Discussion
Some LUFT sites in California pose de minimis or insignificant risks to human health, safety, the
environment, and the beneficial uses of water, while some sites pose significant risks. To aid in decision
making and resource allocation, it would be useful to classify LUFT sites based on the risks they..pD~..:-Initial classification could be divided between insignificant risk sites and significant risk sites. Risk
classification can be achieved by applying a risk-based decision making framework to LUFT sites in
California. Minimal resources for investigation and remediation should be allocated to the insignificant
risk sites, while the vast majority of the resourcesshould be allocated to the significant risk sites. This
low key approach to insignificant risk sites will allow more resources~obe allocated to significant risk
sites where tangible benefits will accrue to society through site remediation. Investigation and
monitoring at significant risk sites should be thorough enoughto define the risks and provide adequate
support to risk-based decisions regarding the nature and extent of required remediation. In significant
risk cases, actively engineered I:ontainment and remediation technologies should be considered to reduce
risks in a timely manner. Risk reduction should be achieved using the most cost-effective means, not
necessarily through the application of best-available technology (BAT).

4. INSIGNIFICANT-RISK~;ITES
Conclusion
LOFT sites bear a stigma that !makesthem difficult to sell even when they pose "insignificant risk" (i.e.,
within "acceptable levels," as ,discussedabove in Recommendations I and 2) to human health, safety, the
environment, and beneficial water uses. This imposes hardship on the:responsible party (RP), and
prevents the sites from being c:onveyedto their best and highest uses. California would benefit from
regulatory changes to reduce the stigma associatedwith LOFT sites. An accepted determination that a
site poses insignificant risk to human health, safety, the environment, and beneficial water uses should be
deemed a determination that it is safe to develop and use the property, recognizing that in some casesthe
risk analysis may indicate the need for certain land-use restrictions to maintain the state of insignificant
risk.
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Recommendation
Make it a matter of "public rec;ord" (by a legally appropriate technique) that a LUFT site contains
residual petroleum hydrocarbons in the subsurface, but that insignificant-risk sites pose IJOforeseeable
risk to human health, safety, the environment, and beneficial water uses. The term "public record" as
used here is not intended to imlply the need for recording with the property title deed or related
instruments that run with the I:and.It is merely intended to mean that the information should be readily
available to the public, including parties interested in land transactions. The State should strive to
convince the public and financ:ial institutions that such properties pose no foreseeable risk to continued
or future land use (with certain land-use restrictions in some cases). If deemed advantageous by the
property owner, monitoring CCtuldbe conducted to determine the progress of intrinsic bioremediation..
The public record should be corrected when monitoring shows that residual petroleum hydrocarbons
have been removed from the property.

Discussion
Many,RPsrealize significantpropertydevaluationwhen their land is affectedby petroleumfuelreleases
anddesignatedas a LUFT site. This is reasonable
to a certaindegreebecausea contaminatedpropertyis
inherentlylessvaluablethan anuncontaminated
one. However,beingdesignateda LUFT site often
makesa pieceof propertynot only lessvaluable,but alsounsalableand uncollateralisable.This is dueto
the reluctanceof financialinstitutionsto becomeinvolved with LUFT-designatedproperties. This is
especiallyunreasonablewith respectto insignificantrisk sites,and it preventssuchsites from being
conveyedto their highestand !bestuses.The Committeebelievesthatthe SWRCBshouldurge cleanup
oversightagenciesto close insignificantrisk cases,and that closurelettersshouldclearly statethat the
site posesno significantrisks. Suchclosurelettersmay not restorefull valueto LUFT contaminated
properties,but suchletterswoluldhelprestorepropertysalability.

5. SIGNIFICANT-RISK Sl'JrES
Conclusion
For sites that appear to pose significant risks (i.e., exceedingacceptable levels), remedial actions are
ofi;en selected in a somewhat ~LTbitrarymanner, depending on the personal preferences of the
regulators or responsible parti,es. In some cases,this seemsto be in responseto locally established
norms or expectations based on perceived effectiveness of certain types of remedial actions. In some
cases,this is described as a requirement for application of "best available technology" (BAT), which
may not be the least-cost way to reach defined remedial action objectives.

Recommendation
For sites that pose a significant threat to human health, safety, the environment, or beneficial water
uses,the risks should be redu(:edto acceptable levels using the most cost-effective technology, not
necessarily by adopting BAT. The application of BAT should only be required in caseswhere the
necessaryrisk reduction cannot be achieved by other (perhaps less costly) means.
In caseswhere the risks cannot be reduced to acceptablelevels within a reasonabletime frame, the
estimated degree of risk should be made a matter of ' 'public record," as defined above in
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Recommendation No. 4. The record should then be amendedwhen monitoring shows the risk has
beenadequately reduced.

Discussion
The vast majority of remediation resourcesshould be concentrated on significant risk sites. In such cases,
benefits will accrue to society through site remediation. Again, though, those benefits should be captured
using the most cost-effective means of achieving the accepted risk-based remediation goals, not
necessarily with BAT. Investigation and monitoring at significant risk sites should be thorough enough to:
1) fully define the risks posed by chemicals at the site and support risk-based decision making regarding
remediation requirements; 2) ensure that implemented remediation progresses at an acceptable rate and
chemically-affected groundwater remains under control; and, 3) demonstrate that remediation is complete
and risks have beenreduced to acceptable levels.

6. INTRINSIC BIOREMEDIATION
Conclusions
Intrinsic bioremedjation, defined here as the innate capability of indigenous microbial communities to
biodegrade or transform pollutants into benign products without human intervention, appears to be
occurring at many LUFT sites. Certain active remediation technologies, such as groundwater pump-andtreat, are not always effective at reaching MCLs within a reasonabletime frame and may be costly
(National ResearchCouncil, 1994, Alternatives for Ground Water Cleanup, National Academy Press,
Washington, D.C.). In addition, active remediation efforts may pose additional health risks and have
adverse effects on the environment. Thus, if the effectiveness of intrinsic bioremediation can be
established at a given site, this process should be considered a viable treatment alternative.

Recommendations
a) Analytical and hydrogeological protocols should be established to permit support or rejection of sitespecific hypotheses that intrinsic bioremediation is sufficient to contain and remove existing
contamination within a reasonabletime frame (see also Recommendation No. 12).
b) The SWRCB should issue written guidance regarding how the "reasonable" time frame for intrinsic
bioremediation is to be determined.
c) Evidence of intrinsic bioremediation of LUFT contaminants may be used to lower the priority
ranking of a LUFT site for cleanup.
d) Sufficient monitoring of the contaminant plume should be conducted during the process of intrinsi~
bioremediation to ensure that contamination does not spread beyond acceptable boundaries.
e) The SWRCB should verify the LLNL Report conclusions regarding intrinsic bioremediation of
petroleum hydrocarbons with data from additional LUFT sites, and collect and evaluate data for more
recalcitrant LUFT contaminants (e.g., MTBE).

Discussion
Biodegradation is defined as the biological conversion of a substrate into carbon dioxide and methane;
biotransformation is defined asthe transformation of a substrate into some other product which mayor
may not be of concern from a human health or environmental risk perspective. Though benzene, toluene,
ethyl benzene, and xylenes (BTEX) are often the contaminants of primary concern to human health at
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LUFT sites, other compounds such as fuel additives must be considered if present. Our knowledge about
the biodegradation of specific LUFT contaminants varies by chemical, with more data available for
BTEX and aliphatics than other fuel components. There is lack of information for fuel additives such as
MTBE and ethyl tert-butyl ether (ETBE), some of which appearto be relatively recalcitrant to
biodegradation. It should be r(~cognizedthat the biodegradation of organic pollutants is an area of active
researchand the concept of intrinsic bioremediation as a treatment alternative is a relatively new one.
Thus, new scientific findings will continue to modify our understandingof the efficacy of intrinsic
bioremediation. Below, we discuss some of the issuesassociated with the biodegradation ofBTEX

compounds.
Biodegradation ofBTEX compounds occurs under favorable geochemical conditions. The
biodegradation or biotransformation potential of BTEX compounds has been demonstrated under both
aerobic and anaerobic (ferric irl:>n-reducing,nitrate-reducing, sulfate-reducing and methanogenic)
geochemical conditions. The anaerobic biotransformation is not expressed at all sites under all
conditions for all BTEX compounds. The extent to which intrinsic anaerobic bioremediation can be used
to remediate sites is subject to c~urrentresearch.
Intrinsic bioremediation deperuJsnot only on the type and concentration of contaminants and potential
electron acceptors, but also on the site hydrogeochemistry and the microbial community present.
Conditions for intrinsic bioremediation appear especially favorable at sites where the groundwater flow
is sufficient to supply the contaminated zone with sufficient electron acceptors and remove potentially
inhibiting products. Factors kI1lownto inhibit biotransformation include toxicity due to high
concentrations ofTPH, and acc:umulationof metabolic end products such as sulfide. Hydrogeochemical
conditions conducive to intrinsic bioremediation include the presenceof carbonatesto buffer pH
changes, high concentrations of or accessto oxygen and other electron acceptors, and presence of
nutrients.
Generally, intrinsic bioremediation is far slower than active remediation processes. Human-caused
contamination of groundwater by petroleum has occurred primarijy within the past century and thus there
is limited long-term data (e.g., on the order of decades)on the persistence of groundwater plumes. There
are data indicating that petrolelLlmplumes under conditions of intrinsic bioremediation can persist on the
order of decades. There are several reasons for the long-term persistence of petroleum plumes. Rates of
biodegradation vary across a contaminant plume; activity is likely to be highest on the fringes of the
plume, where mixing with aerobic water occurs, and lower where anaerobic processespredominate.
Sorption or other surface interactions between contaminants and the aquifer solids may substantially
reduce the bioavailability and Ibiodegradationrates of LUFT contaminants. Also, the contaminant
removal rate is insignificant relative to the total mass of contaminants. Thus it is important to recognize
that the short-term, and perhaps long-term, outcome of intrinsic bioremediation may not be a reduction
of plume size. Instead, intrinsic bioremediation may result in a containment of the plume within a fixed
boundary where biodegradation rates are equal to the rate at which the petroleum constituents are
released from residual materia.l (remaining after source removal) into the groundwater plume.
Some potentially negative impacts of intrinsic bioremediation should be recognized. These may include
formation of: 1. methane, whil~h may create fire or explosive hazards in structures, and 2. sulfides and
reduced iron species, which may degrade water quality downgradient of the LOFT site. Nondegradable
organic residues of petroleum biodegradation, e.g., tar-like substances,may also be residual products of
bioremediation.
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Intrinsic bioremediation is distirn;tly different from a no.:actionalternative. Evidence that intrinsic
bioremediation is occurring at acceptable rates is necessarybefore decisions can be made regarding the
viability of this processas a treatment alternative. Monitoring information that can be used to
demonstrate the effectiveness of biodegradation is discussed in various publications (e.g., National
ResearchCouncil, 1993; Wiedemeier, T. 1995). Briefly, this information can include: I) monitoring data
of concentration changes in LOFT contaminants, potential electron acceptors, and products of
metabolism, and ii) use of analytical and/or numerical models to evaluat~ site data and simulate changes
in time and space in the LOFT contamination profile. These are discussedmore thoroughly under
"Analytical and Sampling Considerations.'.'
If evidence of intrinsic bioremediation is established,judgment must be made as to whether intrinsic
bioremediation will be sufficient to achieve removal or containment within a "reasonable" length of time
A reasonable length of time must be defined by the State and thus the SWRCB should issue written
guidance regarding how the reasonabletime frame is to be determined.
The SWRCB should verify the LLNL Report conclusions regarding intrinsic bioremediatioll with data
from additional LUFT sites, as ~/ell as collect and evaluate data for other LUFT contaminants. Close
attention should be paid to sites where plume lengths are longer than expected in order to identify,the
conditions under which intrinsic bioremediation is likely to fail as a treatment alternative. The SWRCB
should identify types of hydrogeological conditions where intrinsic bioremediation is noj successful at
containing LUFT contaminant plumes. Special consideration will be needed at sites that-have high levels
of residual contamination of their soils, sites with recalcitrant fuel additives such as MTBE, sites with
geological material that are conducive to rapid movement of plumes, or sites with considerable spatial
heterogeneity.

7. SOURCESOF DRINKING; WATER RESOLUTION
Conclusions
.The prevailing interpretations of SWRCB Resolution 88-63 have resulted in protection of essentially all
groundwater in the Stateto drinking-water standards(MCLs), even in areaswhere the groundwater is
unsuitable to serve as a source of drinking water due to natural causesand/or commonly accepted human
practices. The provisions to exempt certain groundwater systems from consideration as sources of
driQking water that are contained in Resolution 88-63 have not been generally used due to a prevalent
and'narrow legal interpretation that such exemptions should only be granted through Basin Plan
amendment(s), The Basin Plan amendmentprocessis an impractical means for granting site-specific
drinking-water source exemptions, and practical means for such exemptions are critically neededto
avoid wasteful site remediation in caseswhere the groundwater is clearly not suitable as a source of
drinking water.

Recommendations
The SWRCB should issue inteJ-pretiveclarification of SWRCB Resolution 88-63 (Sources of Drinking
Water Policy) to more clearly define what type of groundwater systems comprise California's sources of
drinking water, and what level of protection is reasonablefor those sources. It would be particularly
useful for the SWRCB to clarify that only existing and probable/anticipated future beneficial uses need
to be protected. For example, very shallow groundwater that is non-potable due to natural causes and/or
commonly permitted activities such as sanitary sewer operations, and which is unlikely to impact water

quality in deeper water-supply aquifers, should not be designatedas municipal and domestic supply
(Iv1UN).
The SWRCB should also make the necessarypolicy changesso that the beneficial use protection
exemptions in Resolution 88-63 would be made available on a site-specific basis, given adequate
documentation that a given body of affected water is unsuitable for the officially designated beneficial
uses of water in the site vicinity due to natural causesand/or commonly accepted human practices. The
authority to grant site-specific exemptions to the regionally designatedbeneficial use water-quality
objectives should be given to the executive directors of each RWQCB. When such exemptions are
granted, appropriate points of compliance (e.g., where water-quality standards such as MCLs might
logically be enforced) may need to be defined to protect nearby sources or potential sources of drinking
"'"ater,for example, within a drinking-water aquifer in a deeper groundwater zone than the exempted
lone.
Beneficial use suitability determinations (designations) and beneficial use protection exemptions for a
given \\tater body or portion thereof should be based on not only the existing water quality and wat~r
production capacity, but also the potential sustainability of minimum water quality and quantity-criteria,
considering the potential for salt-water intrusion or other water-quality impacts that would be created by
the potential water-supply development (e.g., groundwater on the saline side of salt-wat~r intrusion
barriers should be generally exempted from MUN beneficial use designation).

Dis~ussion
'Niththe recognition that certain types of water contaminants, such as certain petroleum
hydrocarbons, are highly degradable, it becomes apparent that the protection of beneficial water uses
does not necessarily need to include the protection of nearly all waters of the State to drinking water
standards. There have beendisputes regarding the overly uniform regional beneficial water use
designations and water-quality objectives, and the appropriatenessof granting of site-specific
exemptions to MUN beneficial use and MCL water-quality objectives pursuant to the exemption
provisions in Resolution 88-63. Further disputes may be avoided, and the UST Program could be
improved if the SWRCB implements the above recommendations.

8. ~ENEFICIAL USEDESIGNATIONS AND WATE.RQUALITY OBJECTIVES
Conclusion
The beneficial water use designations and water quality objectives currently established in the water
quality control plans (basin plans) of the various Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs) in
California are too inflexible, and are often overly restrictive (i.e., unnecessaryto ensure the protection of
human health, safety, the environment, and existing and probable future beneficial uses of the waters of
the State). The vast majority of California's groundwater systemsare officially designated for tile
beneficial uses ofMUN. The existing, largely uniform regional beneficial use designations ignore the
fact that not all groundwater systems are suitable for MUN beneficial use. Little or no effort has been
made to map, classify, or categorize California's groundwater systems in terms of beneficial,use
suitability on a sub-regional scale.
The basin-plan water-quality objectives compel virtually all groundwater remediation in California to
MCLs for drinking water, regardless of background or ambient water quality, even in caseswhere the
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groundwater is non-potable due to natural (;ausesor commonly accepted human practices. The waterquality objectives in the basin plans are based on the regional beneficial use designations and current
illterpretations of SWRCB Resolutions 68-16 and 88-63, but do not adequately reflect the requirements
of Porter-Cologne (Water Code sec. 13241),

Recommendation
The beneficial use designations and water quality objectives in the Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB) Basin Plans should be carefully examined and revised as necessaryto addressthe requirements
of Porter-Cologne, retaining justifiable beneficial use protection for existing and probable future watersupply aquifers! and adjacent water-bearing zones that may pose a water-quality threat to said wa~rsupply aquifers. The State should examine the possibility of categorizing or classifying groundwater
systems for beneficial use suitability on sub-regional scale.
California's land and water resources should be managed in recognition of their many competing uses, and
the benefits of waste treatment/assimilation should be acknowledged. In particular, the significant
treatment/assimilation capacity of the subsurface for certain petroleum hydrocarbons should be accounted
for in the decision-making process for LUFT sites. It would be worthwhile for the SWRCB to recognize
the capabilities and limitations of subsurfacetreatment zones at LUFT sites for highly degradable
chemicals, such as certain petroleum hydrocarbons, in its public review/revision of Resolution 92-49.
Under a treatment-zone policy, given appropriate site conditions and adequatemonitoring, regional or subregional water-quality objectives could be suspendedfor a reasonableperiod of time within approved
treatment zones until the necessarywaste treatment has beencompleted.

Discussion

~ _0-'_-

California's existing beneficial water use designations and water quality objectives attempt to further
certain interpretations of the intent of the 1968 "Anti-degradation Policy" (SWRCB Resolution 68-16) and
the 1988 "Sources of Drinking Water Policy (SWRCB Resolution 88-63), but seemto conflict with the
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 13000, Division 7 of the
California Water Code), which requires "that activities and factors which may affect the quality of the
waters of the State shall be regulated to attain the highest water quality which is reasonable, considering
all demands being made and to be made on those waters and the total values involved, beneficial and
detrimental, economic and social, tangible and intangible." Section 13241 of the Water Code specifically
requires that each Water Quality Contro~ Plan must consider the following factors:

(a) Past,present,andprobablefuture beneficialusesof water.
(b)

Environmental characteristics of the hydrographic unit under consideration, including the quality of
water available thereto.

(c)

Water quality conditions that could reasonablybe achieved through coordinated control of all factors
that affect water quality in the area.

I The tenn "water-supply aquifer" is defined here to be a water-saturated subsurface flow zone capable of storing and
transmitting water in sufficient quantities and of sufficient quality to support beneficial uses.
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The

(d)

(e)
(f)

Economic consideration~
need for developing ihousingwithin the region, and

The needto developand userecycledwater.

It appears from the adoption of drinking-water MCLs as water quality objectives for virtually all the
waters of the State in the RWQ'CB's Basin Plans (with the additional requirements of compliance with the
SWRCB Resolution 68-16) that the RWQCBs have not fully considered all the factors listed above, as
required by Porter-Cologne. The protection of nearly all waters of the State to drinking-water standards or
lower levels (virtually everywhere at all times and to unreasonably local scales) can not be justified in full
consideration of all the factors listed above.
Formally recognizing the significance of petroleum hydrocarbon biodegradation in the subsurface would
pave the way toward better decision making regarding LUFT sites. The designation of subsurfage
trelltment zones (active or passive), where the general water-quality objectives of a water body could be
exceeded for a limited time uruier controlled and monitored conditions, is a worthwhile concept that could
be implemented through the cu,rrentrevision process for SWRCB Resolution 92-49. Treatment zones
should be distinguished from containment zones, which might be appropriate for poorly degradable
contaminants, such as recalcitrant fuel additives. Appropriate points Qf compliance could be used to
ensure treatment zones remain controlled, and water-quality objectives continue to be met.outside the
treatment zones. The treatment-zone concept is analogousto the "zones of initial dilution" and "mixing
zones" currently used in the m:magementof surface-water quality in California. The potential economic
benefits to be gained by this approachjustify its use in place of the existing approach of protecting nearly
all waters of the State to at least.drinking~waterstandardsat all times.

9. CONsmERA nON OF E4:'ONOMIC FACTORS
Conclusion
Remedial actions at LUFT sites have generally beenconducted in an attempt to reduce perceived threats to
huJTlanhealth, safety, and the environment, or to protect.and restore economically important beneficial
uses of California's water resources. The latter is most often cited as the reason for regulatory
requirements to investigate and remediate LUFT sites. The UST Program, however, has failed to
adequately recognize that managementof water resourcesshould be conducted in full consideration of the
benefits and costs associated v{ith managementdecisions. To protect and restore beneficial uses of
California's water resources is a highly worthwhile task, but the implementation of this task should be
"consistent with the maximum benefit to the people of the State," as mentioned in SWRCB Resolution 6816 and called for in Porter-Collogne. The consideration of economic factors in the decision-making
process would improve the U~;T Program.
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Recommendation
The appropriate--levelofwater-qulality protection and the degree of required LUFT site restoration should
be governed by a balanced consideration of economic factors, along with the need to protect human health,
safety, the environment, and existing and probable future uses of the waters of the State. In caseswhere
the risks to human health, safety, and the environment are insignificant, the costs of contamination can be
valued from an economic perspe(;tive, for example as the quantifiable costs of water treatment to restore
usable sources of drinking water to potable quality (although some sites may also pose inhalation or safety
risks due to land-surface emissio:!1S
of volatile organic chemicals, and other sites may pose environmental
risks). When water quality is threatened or impaired, the costs of well-head treatment of affected or
potentially affected sources ofw:lter should be compared to the costs of more invasive remediation
methods, and regulatory requirements for remediation should be necessaryto eliminate significant risks to
human health, safety, or the environment, or justifiable on economic grounds to protect existing and
probable future beneficial water uses.

Discussion
Water-quality control based on economic considerations is particularly justified in caseswhere there are
insignificant risks to human health, safety, and the environment. At many regulated sites, there is little
risk of drinking-water exposure Itotoxic chemicals becauseof well-head treatment and/or institutional
controls that prevent the chronic consumption of contaminated water. This is particularly true when
considering potential drinking-water exposuresto petroleum hydrocarbons in groundwater, given that the
taste and odor thresholds for the dissolved fractions of petroleum products in water are generally lower
than the drinking-water standard:sfor the chemicals of concern in the petroleum products (Marshack,

1995).

10. MTBE AND OTHER FUEL OXYGENATES
Conclusions
MTBE is a major additive to gasoline .in California, and it is much more mobile and resistant to
biodegradation in groundwater 1:hanpetroleumhydrocarbons such asBTEX. Effects of LUFTs on
groundwater quality have been 'potentially underestimatedbecauseof the lack of monitoring for
recalcitrant fuel additives such ~iSMTBE. Recent nationwide surveys of shallow groundwater quality
by the USGS,National Water Quality AssessmentProgram (Squillace et al., 1995) reveal MmE to be
the second most frequently encountered VOC in urban land-use settings. Much of the MmE
detected by Squillace et al. (19~)5)appearsto have originated from LUFTs. Many of the monitoring
wells used by Squillace et al. (1995) may have been in the immediate vicinity of LUFT sites;
therefore the lateral extent ofN(TBE from LUFT sites remains unclear. Although only used for less
than 5-1.0years in most casesand not extensively monitored, evidence shows that MTBE has already
impacted a substantial volume of shallow groundwater in urban areasstudied by Squillace et al.
(1995). Insufficient data exist on soil and groundwater contamination from recalcitrant fuel additives
(primarily MTBE) in California to assessfully the likely range of groundwater impacts from LUFT
sources, as was done for benzene in the LLNL study.
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Recommendations
LOFT site characterization should include data on the concentrations of MTBE in soil and
groundwater. If other fuel oxygenates besides or in addition to MTBE were or are present in the fuel
stored at a site, and if these ox)/genateshave the potential to be at leastas mobile as the BTEX
compounds (e.g., ETBE), they too should be monitored. A recommendedmaximum contaminant
level for MTBE and other fuel oxygenates in drinking water should be established so that soil and
groundwater clean-up levels ca.nbe more easily determined within the risk-based decision-making
framework. The State should determine how long MTBE as well as other fuel oxygenates have been
used in California, so that link~; between historical use and groundwater quality can be better
ascertained. Fuel leak sites whc~resuch additives were or are present in the leaked fuel (i.e., more
recent leak sites) must be more carefully evaluated for potential risks within a risk-based decisionmaking framework, using mon~ stringent screening-level criteria than might be appropriate for older
fuel leak sites, where such additives are absent.The State of California should also evaluate the data
from a more general (statewid~:)perspective over time to assessthe likely range of groundwater
impacts (i.e., the spatial extent of dissolved plumes, chemical concentrations, and plume size stabi1ity
over time). This will allow practical guidance to be issued regarding these additives.
"

Discussion
Key chemical parameters used to characterize LUFT sites are concentrations of total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH) and/or th(~BTEX compounds. The advantage ofTPH as a monitoring parameter
is that it supposedly representsa single quantifiable overall measurementof all the compounds found
in various fuels. A disadvanta~~e
of TPH as an indicator of environmental fuel contamination is that
TPH may not be specific to fuel leaks and may occur in sewage or natural deposits or other
environmental occurrences. B1[EX is considered an indicator of the toxic constituents within the TPH
profile becausethese four compounds are considered the primary determinants of human risk among
the petroleum hydrocarbons. ENidence from the LLNL LUFT Historical Case Analysis study together
with others (see Recommendation No.6) strongly indicates that the most mobile of the BTEX
compounds, benzene, is highly prone to attenuation by sorption and biodegradation..The localized,
point-source nature of LUFT plumes together with the strong tendency for benzeneto biodegrade
make natural groundwater rem,ediationschemes(i.e., schemesrelying on sorption, biodegradation,
and dispersion processes)feasible for cleanup ofBTEX in many cases. Importantly though, MTBE is
much more mobile and persistent than benzene(Squillace et al., 1995; Davidson, 1995), with a much
lo'wer tendency to sorb onto soiVsedimentparticles and much greater resistanceto biodegradation.
The toxicity ofMTBE and its major metabolite tertiary butyl alcohol (TBA) are currently under
investigation. The O.S. EPA has been discussing the use of a drinking water standard for MTBE of
200 ug/liter ifMTBE is detemrtinedto be a non-carcinogen, and 20 ug/liter ifMTBE is determined to
be a carcinogen. Whether MTBE is a human carcinogen is currently being debated and has not been
determined at this time. Howc~ver,depending upon the environmental levels of this contaminant,
MTBE may contribute signific;antly to the risk associatedwith LOFTs whether it is a carcinogen or
not. Thus, BTEX compounds may not be the only significant contributors to the risk associated with
LOFT sites. In addition to MTBE, chemicals such as ethanol, for which a large amount of toxicology
data exists, or ETBE and TAME (tertiary amylmethyl ether) which have less toxicology data than
MTBE, may be used as fuel oxygenates. Data should be collected regarding the fate and transport of
all fuel oxygenates known to be present in LUFT fuel.
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Squillace et al (1995) summarized progress in a nationwide survey of MTBE occurrence in
groundwater as part of the USGSs NA WQA program (National Water Quality Assessment). They
found 27 percent of the shallow Urban Land-Use (ULU) wells and springs to have more than 0.2 ug/L
M.TBE The reasons for such widespread detection ofMTBE are not known with adequatecertainty,
and further investigation is neecled. Nevertheless, the following mechanisms are probably both
active: (1) widespread wet deposition of atmospheric MlliE becauseof its high volatility and
solubility, and (2) lateral migration ofMTBE away from LUFT sites. The data of Squillace et at.
(1995) on occurrence of MTBE in groundwater of urban areassuggeststhat impacts of MTBE from
LUFTs on shallow groundwater quality are already significant.
Although the potential lateral and vertical extent ofMTBE plumes will be substantially greater than
BTEX plumes, it appears that mlostof the LUFT sites being currently evaluated in California were not
used for fuel storage during the current era of high MTBE usage..Consequently, MTBE is probably
not a significant risk at a majority of the currently identified LUFT sites. It is therefore paramount
that the State determine the usal~ehistoryofMTBE as well as other fuel oxygenates in California.
(Much of that determination ha!i already beenperformed by the Regulatory Programs Branch of the
State Water Resources Control :Board.) In most cases,sites with LUFTs that leaked or spilled
--recalcitrant fuel additives(RF As) such as MTBE should be viewed as,having potentially higher risks
than sites where no RFAs are present.

11. INDEPENDENT REVIE:W PANELS FOR LUFT SITE ISSUES RESOLUTION

Conclusion
LUFT site RPsand their consultantsoften feel that regulatorydecisionsare not technicallydefensible,
and the existingavenuesfor ap:peal
requirethe RPto move up the chain of authority within the UST
Program regulatoryagencies.The existingappealsprocesscanbe lengthy, and manyRPSand
consultantsare generallyreluctantto file appealsdue to fears of alienatingregulatorsby going "over
their heads."

Recommendation
The SWRCBshould considercreatinga networkof independent,regionalLUFT technicalreview panels
comprisedof qualified envirorul1ental
experts. The panelscould review submittedappeals,and render
judgmentsregardingthe appropriatecourseof actionfor eachcase.

Discussion
The creationof a network of independentLUFT site reviewpanelswould offer a valuablealternativeto
the existingappealsprocessthat involves only the regulatoryagencies. Regionalreview panels
comprisedof qualified environmentalexpertscould be chargedwith the task of resolvingdecisionmakingdisputesbasedon tecrulicalevaluationof site-specificissues. Following the adoptionof a riskbaseddecisionmakingprocessfor LUFT sitesin California, the primary chargeof the review panels
could be to determinewhat C01lfseof actionis mostsupportableby the adoptedprocess. The intended
emphasisof suchreview panelsshouldbe to resolvedefinedtechnicalissues,which will no doubt arise
during the implementationof a scientificallysupportablerisk-baseddecisionmakingapproach.
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12. ADEQUATE SOURCE :REMOVAL
Conclusion
There is a critical lack of definition for what degree of petroleum contamination constitutes
significant threat(s) to human health, safety, the environment, and beneficial water uses. Agreement
on the methods to answer this central question consistently on a case-by-casebasis will go a long way
toward "fixing" the UST Program in California. In particular, the question of how much "source
removal" is adequate requires careful site-specific, risk-based analysis.

Recommendation
The determination of what contstitutesadequatesource removal should be determined site-specifically,
based on a risk-based corrective-'action approach,to achieve adequate protection for human health, safety,
the environment, and beneficial water uses. The evaluation of potential risk should be based on a
scientific assessmentofwheth'~r chemicals of potential concern in the source are mobile enougl} to be
transported to potential receptor exposure points. The degree of source removal required should be
sufficient to effectively remov,ethe risks posed by the source.

Discussion
Although the Committee agree:sthat in most cases,floating product should be removed to at least the
point of residual saturation, th(: decision to remove floating product should be made on a site-specific
basis depending on the risk poi;ed by the product and the benefits, in terms of risk reduction, that may be
provided by the product recov<:ry. With scientifically sound risk-based decision making implemented
consistently throughout the Stalte,site-specific analyseswould call for product recovery at many sites,
but for some sites, it may not.
It should be recognized that conventional floating product recovery is technically difficult and costly;
and it is generally very ineffecltive. Under fairly ideal conditions, such recovery can only be expected to
remove roughly 25-35% of the separate-phasepetroleum product that has spread out on the water table.
(The source area product in th~: shallower vadose zone is generally not recoverable through conventional
liquid product recovery methocls.) Conventional floating product recovery is roughly analogous to
letting the excess liquid drip from an excessively wet sponge, without squeezingthe sponge. Because of
the'poor effectiveness of conv~:ntionalfloating product recovery operations, additional remedial actions
would be required at most site!; to eliminate significant threats to human health, safety, the environment,
or beneficial water uses, For example, enhancedmethods of multi phase fluid extraction and
SVE/bioventing can be applied! to effect significant risk reduction at sites where risks are present (U.S.
EPA,1994), However, site-splecific risk analysis may show that floating product poses no significant
risks to human health, safety, the environment, or beneficial water uses. Although such cases may be
rare, the adopted risk-based decision-making framework should b~ flexible enough to allow a no-action
alternative to be considered for such sites.
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13. ANALYTICAL AND SAlVIPLING CONSIDERATIONS
Conclusions
There is strong evidence that.intrinsic biodegradation and sorption are effective in limiting the spread
of petroleum contaminants at many, though not all, LOFT sites. Consequently, groundwater
monitoring at many sites not involving MTBE or other recalcitrant fuel additives can be focused on a
more specific set of objectiv4~saimed at identifying whether passIve remediation will be inadequate.

2 TIle length of contaminant plumes at LUFT sites is not, in itself, sufficient information to evaluate
the efficacy of intrinsic bior~:mediation. Current sampling and analysesprotocols typically used to
characterize LUFT sites are imadequateto assessintrinsic bioremediation pot~ntial and predict the
evolution of dissolved fuel hydrocarbon and additive plumes. From the typical data describing
contaminant behavior at LUJ::Tsites, it is generally not possible to draw firm conclusions regarding
the rates of intrinsic biotransformation of fuel hydrocarbon and additives.

3 The suite of chemical species that are typically analyzed to characterize the geochemistry at ~UFT
sites has been limited to ben:lene,toluene, ethylbenzene,xylene isomers (BTEX) and total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH). Other reactants, most notably the electron acceptors oxygen, nitrate, ferric iron
and sulfate, and respective p1roductssuch as ferrous iron, sulfide, methane, and organic metabolites
have not been commonly me:asured. In addition, fuel additives, such as MTBE, are not routinely

analyzed.
4,

Most groundwater monitorinlg designs at LUFT sites have not provided adequatedata regarding
downward chemical transpoJito greaterdepths where intrinsic bioremediation may be less effective.

Recommendation
The SWRCB should develop guidelines for LUFT sites regarding the type of data required, and how such
data are to be collected, to assessif: a) a LUFT plume is growing in concentration and size; b) intrinsic
bioremediation is occurring; c) there is significant potential for downward migration of contaminants or
preferential flow along highly p~~rmeable
pathways that result in significant off-site impacts; d) there are
potential impacts to laterally or vertically adjacentreceptors and water resources.

Disc;ussion
Given the complexity of the sub,surface,the small numbers of groundwater monitoring wells typically used
for LUFT site evaluation, and the tendency not to monitor at depths significantly below the water table,
undetected transport of contaminants beyond the estimated 'plume' boundaries may have occurred at some
LUFT sites. Because such trans:portis likely to occur due to downward flow through confining beds,
contaminants may experience r(~ducedrates of biodegradation in these more anaerobic environments.
Nevertheless, the fact that impacts of petroleum contaminants such as BTEX on the quality of water
produced by water-supply wells: has been small may be attributed to: (1) the limited areal extent of
contaminant sources at typical IJUFTsites; (2) biodegradation; (3) sorption; (4) dispersion; and, (5) the slow
vertical groundwater velocities in confining beds. A summary of processesaffecting transport of fuel
hydrocarbons can be found in R-iceet al. (1995). A brief overview of the subsurface processesdetermining
the transport and fate of LUFT ,:ontaminants is given below, for physical and biological processes. Also
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discussed in this section are analytical considerations for field monitoring and measurementof these factors
as they relate to LUFT sites.
Physical processes
Physical processes governing transport of contaminants dissolved in groundwater are advection (bulk
groundwater movement) and dispersion (mixing). Above the water table, in the vadose zone, transport of
fuel hydrocarbons also depends on multiphase flow processesinvolving complex interplay between water,
free-phase liquid hydrocarbon, and the gas phase. Separate-phasehydrocarbon is usually entrapped below
the water table, especially wh~~nthe water-table elevation fluctuates. When most of the mobile hydrocarbon
product floating on the water 1:ableis removed, potential for off-site or deeper aquifer impacts depends
primarily on transport of cont~lffiinantsthat dissolve into groundwater from the residual hydrocarbon liquid.
A rudimentary perspective for groundwater monitoring is provided by the following discussion of advection
and dispersion.
Advection is the bulk movement of solutes along water flow paths in groundwater. Rates of gr~JJndwater
flow in granular porous media (e.g., alluvial soils and sediments)are commonly on the order of cm/yr to
-102 m/yr, depending on hydraulic conductivity (K) of the soils and sediments and driving forces
maintained by hydrologic boundary conditions, including pumping from wells. K is highly variable
spatially, typically ranging over 4 to 6 orders of magnitude. Most commonly a majority of sedimentary
materials have lowerK's than the mean, and a very small percentageof the materials have the highest K's.
Good interconnection of the very high K materials can create relatively high groundwater velocities along
local avenues that are easily missed if site characterization is based on only a few boreholes.
.Importantly, if a LUFT site consists of laterally extensive, relatively low-K soil/sediment (confining bed) at
and below the water table, and if this material is underlain by laterally extensive, relatively high-K material,
then direction of groundwater flow will be essentially vertical in the upper layer and horizontal in the lower
layer. The contrast in K values of a factor of 100 is sufficient to create this scenario. Thus, if a site consists
of a fine, silty sand to a depth of 50 ft below the water table, and an underlying coarse sand or grayel having
lower hydraulic potential, one can anticipate direction of groundwater flow will be downward to 50 ft below
the water table. Such a scenario is of particular concern for LOFT sites, because it would potentially place
dissolved BTEX chemicals in an anaerobic environment in which biodegradation would less active. It is
also possible that flow would be upward at such a site, in which caseplume containment might actually be
easier. Experience shows, however, that direction of vertical flow in groundwater is most commonly
do~nward. Vertical downward flow in alluvial aquifers that sustain water supplies is accelerated by
pumping from water-supply wells.
Dispersion is the spreading of a solute due to mixing caused by (I) local variations in groundwater velocity,
and (2) molecular diffusion. Dispersion can effect substantial dilution of a solute plume but can also cause
the plume to spread over a larger area than if only advective transport were occurring. Dispersion is caused
mainly by heterogeneity at all scales (mm to km), and dispersion parameters (dispersivity) are very difficult
to measure. Nevertheless, conservative dispersion parameters can be commonly assumed for the sake of
analysis. Because of dispersion, it is physically possible for solutes from a point source to be diluted to
concentrations below detection levels at some distance downstream from the source. Such dispersive
attenuation to non-detect levels is most probable when the source .hasbeen eliminated.
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Intrinsic

bioremediation

There are several approachesto demonstrate that intrinsic biotransformation contributes to containment or
remediation of contaminant plumes. These approachesinclude monitoring of chemical parameters which
provide information on one or more of the following:
1) Consumption of hydrocarbon contaminants; 2) Consumption of electron acceptors, such as oxygen,
nitrate, and sulfate; 3) Formation ofmetabdlic end products, such as carbon dioxide, sulfide and/br
methane; and 4) Formation of characteristic biochemical markers, such as benzoic acid and/or succinic
acid derivatives.
A list of geochemical parametersthat can help demonstratethe existence of intrinsic bioremediation are
given in Table 2.1 of Wiedemeier, et al. (1995). Parametersshould include resident chemical constituents
that behave as conservative tracers, such as chloride, bromide and, potentially, MTBE.
Estimating the effectiveness of these processesmay be accomplished by measuring the temporal and
spatial distribution of the reactants,products and/or intermediates in the field. The scope of the field
investigation shou.ldbe appropriate considering the scale of the plume and potential threat of the
contamination. Attenuation is then evaluated by analyzing the longitudinal concentration profiles and
temporal concentration histories using appropriate modeling tools that consider the locaf hydrologic
conditions. MTBE may serve as a useful internal (nearly conservative) tracer for LOFT sites, for example,
to help calibrate the advective and dispersive transport terms in models used to analyze the site data, and to
help estimate biodegradation rates for the petroleum hydrocarbons present.

14. URGENT NEED FOR SKILLED PRACTIllONERS
Conclusion
Many of the consultants and state regulators investigating LUFT sites are highly qualified; however, the
great number of LUFT caseshas outrun the number of available qualified personnel. Consequently, the
LUFT site characterization and evaluation process suffers from a lack of both consulting and regulatory
practitioners who are knowledgeable about risk assessQ1etlt
methods and the subsurface hydrologic
processesthat often control the J:isksposed by LUFT sites.

Recommendation
The State should initiate a training program for regulators, responsible parties, and consultants who are
involved in LUFT site investigation, remediation, monitoring, and closure. Specifically, training should
be provided on the risk-based decision-making approach adopted by the State. Although such training
through short coursesand university extension courses will help, it will not create overnight a labor force
that is capable of routinely and efficiently assessingrisks and making sound managementdecisions for
moderately complex LUFT sites. Therefore, the SWRCB, RWQCBs, and LOPs should additionally
consider the establishment of hiring objectives aimed at placing enough qualified subsurface hydrologists,
risk assessors,and other technical specialists on their staffs to evaluate subsurface transport mechanisms at
Tier 2 and 3 sites with state-of-the-art knowledge and tools and to serve as in-house technical
consultants/mentors for their regulatory colleagues.
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Discussion
The foundation of any risk-based approach is an understanding of the potential subsurface pathways
between contaminant sourcesand receptors and the relative risks posed by these various pathwa":(s. The
lack of such understanding leadsto regulatory enforcement that is either too strict or too lax.
The above recommendation derives from the fact that nothing that the State can do with respect to LUFT
oversight, remediation, or containment can substitute for well qualified, properly trained personnel. Such
persons representthe focal point of any State-mandatedstrategy. The best guard against mismanagement
and inappropriate remediation of LUFT sites is to have well qualified and properly trained personnel.
A potential advantage of providing a State program for the training of personnel involved in the
managementof LUFT sites is that common training for the personnel should lead to some degree of
uniformity in site management(e.g., using a State-adoptedrisk-based decision-making approach). Ithas
been stated that there is too much variation in LUFT cleanup requirements for closure from one-region of
the State to another. A common training processwould hopefully minimize the variability between
regions. However, it is recogni;~edthat some of the variability in site manag~mentmay be inherent in the
environmental differences bernreenthe different regions of the state. Thus, Northern California and
Southern California may differ with respectto aquifer depth, geologic conditions, soil types, and many
other variables that may impact managementdecisions for LUFTsites in these two different regions.
However, if the personnel involved in the regulation and managementof these diverse areas have a
common pedagogical paradigm, it will foster uniformity in the processused to determine closure
requirements.
The committee has received many complaints from both the industry and regulators that the lack of
qualified practitioners is a problem. Our recommendation for increased use of risk assessmentwill
increasethe demand for skilled practitioners. As stated above, risk assessmentinvolves a number of
disciplines. Scientists trained in one discipline do not necessarilyunderstand the elements of another that
may be very relevant to the evaluation of potential exposure pathways, and there is an almost universal
lack of appreciation of what uncertainty is and how it should be handled.. The Committee's recommended
risk-based approach will require a considerable amount of judgment both in the performance of risk
assessmentand in the selection of corrective actions. It is very important that the analysts involved, from
both the regulatory and the industry side, appreciate the merits and limitations of the risk-based decisionmaking framework, especially the need for informed judgments, so that unnecessaryconflicts will be
avoided. This can be achieved through a rigorous program of education and training, as well as other
means, e.g., state certification.

15. NEED FOR DETAILED WRITTEN GUffiANCE
Conclusion
There is an urgent need for detuled written guidance for regulators and the regulated community regarding
how LUFT sites should be investigated,remediated, monitored, and closed. The guidance document(s)
need to be adopted for consistent application throughout the State of California.

i'
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Recommendation
Cal/EPA should create a task force, including representation by U.S. EPA to develop new written LUFT
guidance for California. The completed guidance should be adopted for consistent application throughout
the State of California. The written guidance should describe the risk-based decision-making framework
to be applied case by caseto support decisions regarding the nature and extent of required site
investigations, and the approach to data interpretation and decision making regarding the determination of
appropriate cleanup goals, the selection and application of appropriate remedial measures,and the criteria
for site closure. Care should be taken that the resulting LUFT guidance remain flexible and not overly
prescriptive.

Discussion
The ASTM Standard Guide for Risk-Based Corrective Action at Petroleum Release Sites (ASTM RBCA
Standard E 1739-95) and the many documents that have been wri~en to support the implementation of
RBCA programs in other states should be considered a good starting place for the development of written
LUFT guidance for California. Whenever appropriate, the guidance should require that performancebased standards be met, rather than requiring that prescribed methods be employed (e.g., for field or
laboratory site investigation methods, or site remediation methods).

16. SOIL CLEANUP STANDARDS
Conclusion
Although uniform, consistently applied cleanup standardsdo not officially exist for petroleum
contaminated soil in California. LUFT sites are most commonly cleaned up to either "non-detect" or
to an arbitrary level of 10to 1000 mg/kg TPHin soil. Soil cleanup to these levels is required in many
caseswhere the site evidence indicates underlying groundwater quality is unaffected by the soil
contamination, where the natural quality of underlying groundwater is unfit for use as a drinkingwater source, or where there are no pathways for health-risk exposure. The use of the above range of
TPH cleanup "standards" representsa misapplication of the LUFT Manual screening Table 2-1, and
requirements to remediate soil to such "standards" are often not necessaryto protect human health,
safetY,the environment, and beneficial water uses. LUFTregtilators and the regulated community
lack sufficient guidance on scientifically defensible methods to determine appropriate site-specific
soil cleanup goals sufficient to protect the quality of the waters of the State.

Recommendations
Soil cleanup "standards" need to remain flexible, considering the widely varying site conditions,
and should generally be developed site specifically, as outlined in the adopted risk-based
corrective-action guidance.

2.

Soil cleanup "standards" should be determined for chemicals of concern.
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COMMENTS ON THE HI~ITORICAL CASE ANALYSES REPORT AND THE
RECOMMENDATIONS REPORT OF LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY
General Comments:
The LLNL Historical Case Analyses Report adds significantly to the growing body of evidence that
migration of benzene in groundwater beneatha majority of LUFT sites in unconsolidated sedimentary
materials of California has been substantially controlled by the natural attenuation processes of
biodegradation, sorption, and dispersion. Average plume dimensions are smaller than would be expected
if the contaminant were not subject to biodegradation. It was an excellent idea to use historical LUFT site
data in this fashion, and the SWRCB st~lff and the LLNL researchteam should be congratulated for their
efforts.

The LLNL Recommendations
Reportprovidesa cogent,generallyrealistic review of the regulatory
frameworkand cleanupprocessescurrentlyappliedto California's LUFT sites. Most of the findiI:lgs,
conclusions,and recommendations
in this reportare well-supportedby observationsand will be
constructivein revisionof the LUFT regulatoryframework. As outlined in the commentsthat follow,
however,the Committeebelievesthatparts of the report unrealisticallyminimize the !fiagnitude of the
LUFT problem.
This Committeebelievesthat cautionmustbe usedwhen interpretingdataand analysesin the LLNL
Histerical CaseAnalysesand the LLNl. Recommendations
Reports. Realizingthat potentialthreatsof
LUFf sitesto humanhealthand the en'/ironmentwere commonlyoverestimatedin the past, the
Committeeis concernedthatundisciplinedinterpretationof the abovereportsmight leadto an equally
unwiseshift in perceptions:a tendencyto underestimatepotentialthreatsof LUFT sites. The potential
for sucha shift is especiallyreal in light of the relatively recentemergenceof new LUFT contaminants
of concern,that is, recalcitrantfuel additivessuchas MTBE. Accordingly, the commentslisted below
are aimedprimarily at fosteringa balancedinterpretationof the LLNL reports.
CommentA: Accuracyof methodsusedto estimateplume lengthsin the LLNL Historical Case
AnalysesReportis not adequatelydocumentedand discussedin the report. Consequently,it is difficult
for the readerto ascertainthe accuracyof the resultingplume lengthestimates.The estimated90th
percentileplume lengthestimatesof 306 feet usingthe exponentialmodeland261 feet usingthe error
function modelshouldbe consideredhighly approximate,and in anycase,90thpercentileestimates
shOl,lldnot be usedas screeningcriteria in risk-basedecisionmaking.
Recommendation: The committeerecommendsthat accuracyof the methodsusedby LLNL to estimate
plume dimensionsbe betterdocumentedby presentingthe resultsof statisticalgoodness-of-fittests of the
plume modelfits. In addition, modelvalidationcould be pursuedby fitting the spatialplume distribution
modelsto exceptionallywell-definedplumesusingvarious subsetsof the availabledata(e.g., usingdata
from subsetsof only 6 monitoringwells out of perhaps20 availablewells) and comparingthe resulting
modelfits to the completeset of field data. This shouldbe done for a variety of plume geometriesand
samplingscenariosso that reliability of the modelsand anytendenciesto overestimateor underestimate
plume dimensionscanbe ascertainedq1Llantitatively
by usersof the LLNL studyresults.
CommentB: The LLNL Historical Case Analyses Report does not adequately point out potential for
vertically downward migration of benzene in light of (1) potential for vertical groundwater flow at some
LUFT sites and (2) lack of monitoring wells at depths significantly below the water table at such sites.
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While the Committee does not believe that vertical migration of benzene or other LUFT contaminants
would always represent significant threats, it believes that the potential for such migration should be
considered in any comprehensive, risk-based corrective action approach.
Discussion: As detailed in many ground'water hydrology textbooks and demonstrated in many field
studies, given two layers of soil or sediment differing in permeability by a factor of at least 100,
groundwater will flow essentially vertically (or normal to bedding) in the lower permeability layer and
horizontally in the other layer. At some sites (particularly in caseswith significant groundwater pumping
at depth), there is potential for LUFT dissolved contaminants to migrate downward to more anoxic
environments that are less conducive to biodegradation. It is therefore possible for vertically downward
transport of LUFT contaminants to extend to distancesbeyond conventional monitoring locations. The
tendency to only monitor very shallow groundwater quality at LUFT sites increases the likelihood that
such contaminant transport might go undetected. By the same token, the relatively small number of
water supply wells that have been contaminated by benzene suggeststhat impacts from the downward
migration of this highly degradable compound have not been widespread. Nevertheless, two-dimensional
LUFT site plume characterizations that rely solely on data from a single horizontal plane are clearly
incomplete. Given the lack of other than horizontal-plane data, we see little else the LLNL study team
could have done; however, readers of the LLNL reports should be mindful of this limitation, particularly
when dealing with RFAs.

Recommendation: LUFT site investigationsshouldevaluatepotentialfor vertical contaminant
migration. The Committeeunderstandsthat drilling of deepermonitoringwells has beenavoided
becauseof concernsaboutcontaminatingdeeperzonesin the processof drilling. Importantly, one does
not necessarilyneedto drill throughthe existingshallowplume to evaluatepotential for vertical
migration. Two saferalternativesto this approachare, (1) use existingregionaldata on geologyand
water levelsto evaluatewhetherpotentialfor verticaldownwardflow exists,and (2) drill the deeper
wells outsidethe perimeterof the existingshallowplume. The probability of causingsignificant deeper
contaminationdue to drilling of the deeperwells is minimalunlessannularsealsin the wells are not
properly designedand constructed.
Comment C: Becausethe LLNL RecoInmendations
Reportdoesnot addressany compoundsother than
benzene(e.g., MTBE, other fuel additives,TBA), someof the Report'sconclusionsand
recommendations
may not apply directly to fuel releasesitesinvolving the releaseof theseother
co~pounds. Pleaserefer to our Recommendation
No. 10, which addressesMTBE in particular.
Comment D: The finding in the LLNL. RecommendationsReport, that the total volume of groundwater
impacted by LUFT plumes greater than 1 part per billion benzene was approximately 0.0005 % of
California's total groundwater basin storage capacity is a specious argument, potentially misleading some
readers into concluding that the LUFT problem is trivial. Moreover, this argument is not needed to
justify the conclusions and recommenda,tionsin the report.
Discussion: Because California's total groundwater basin storage capacity is vast (1.3 billion acre-feet;
4.2 x 1014gallons), any groundwater contamination process, even from non-point sources, can be
construed as impacting only a small fraction of the total. Indeed, the vast majority of our groundwater is
still clean. Because, however, groundwater resources are replenished very slowly (most groundwater in
storage in California is lOOsto 1,OOOsof years old) and tend to recover from contamination impacts very
slowly, the.present quality of groundwater may not be sustainable in many basins if various point- and
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nonpoint-sources of persistent contaminants are allowed to exert their cumulative impacts over a period
of decades or centuries.
The main thesis of the LLNL Recommendations Report is that natural processeshave limited migration
of benzene and that this should be recognized in LUFT site regulation and clean-up. The Committee
agrees with this thesis, but feels that this groundwater volume argument is misleading and not necessary
to support the conclusions and recommendations of the LLNL report.
Comment E: Although the Committee concurs with the main part of LLNL's Conclusion 5.2, the
estimated $1 million/acre-foot groundwater cleanup cost presented in the conclusion is unreasonably
high. It appears to the Committee that the presented cost estimate was made without due consideration
for the local-scale long-term yield of g)~oundwatersystems at LUFT sites. The conceptual model used by
the LLNL LUFT Team to value groundwater considers California's groundwater systems to be static,
without consideration of the dynamic groundwater flow that exists in nearly all usable groundwater
resources. The remediation cost estimate presented in LLNL's Conclusion 5.2 was made based on a
snapshot assessmentof the volume of resident groundwater contained within a typical LUFT plume of
petroleum hydrocarbons dissolved in gJroundwater. In Section 4.5.3 of the LLNL Recommendations
Report, a remediation cost per acre-foot of groundwater is estimated to be $637,000, based on average
remediation costs ($450,000) for an average plume volume that includes 0.7 acre-feet at any given time.
(Note that the origin of the !' '"t 1creofootplume volume estimate is unclear, but it can be described
roughly for example by a rectangular subsurface box 200 ft long, 85 ft wide, and 5 ft thick, with a
porosity of 0.36.)

The Committeebelievesthat the value of water-supplyaquifersor portions thereofshould generallybe
basedon the continuous,renewablenatureof the resource. Appropriate conceptualmodelsfor use in
assessing
the value of groundwaterresourcesandthus the remediationcost per volume of potentially
producible groundwatershouldincludethe long-term,continuous-usepotentialof the resourceif it were
not contaminated. When groundwateris contaminatedby a.UST fuel leak and no active remediationis
implemented,the resourceuse will be locally impairedfor decadesin mostcases,evenwhena spatially
stable(controlled)plume exists. Thus, the volume of groundwaterthat cannotbe developedor used
without treatmentin the vicinity of the groundwaterplume, due to the potentialfor a water well to pull
contaminatedwater into the well, shouldincludethe volume of groundwaterthat the systemcould yield
over (typically) severaldecades.
As an exampleof how a dynamic, flow'-throughconceptualmodelcould be usedto assessthe average
cost of groundwaterremediationper volume of produciblegroundwater,considera typical LUFT site
groundwaterplume 200-ft long, 85 ft ~,ide, and 15 ft thick. With an averagegroundwaterflux of 82
ft/yr (natural-gradientflux value from ASTM RBCA Tier 1 ExampleLook-up Table 2X.l) and an
estimatedpassive/intrinsiccleanuptime:of 25 years,the calculatedamountof flow-throughwater
impactedby the LUFT contaminationamountsto 60 acre-feet. This is an estimateof the foregone
groundwaterresourcevolume during the assumedpassiveremediationperiod for a potentialwater user
who wantsto usethe groundwateravailablein theplumevicinity, assumingthat the screenedinterval of
the user's groundwaterextractionwell(s)could be locatedwithin or immediatelydowngradientof the
dissolvedfuel hydrocarbonplume. With a total remediationcost of $450,000,the remediationcostper
acre-footof producible groundwateris $7,500. Evenwith this more supportableestimateof the
remediationcost per volume of groundwater,the Committeeconcurswith the generalconclusionthat
remediationcostsmay not bejustifiabl!: in somecases,especiallyif the water under considerationis not
currently in useand it is not likely to be usedin the future.
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Comment F: Choice of words in the lead conclusion 5. 1 of the LLNL Recommendations Report that
Fuel hydrocarbons have limited impacts on human health, the environment, or California's groundwater
resources (p. EX-2) is misleading and can easily be misinterpreted to mean that the LUFT problem is
trivial. A more accurate statement, paraphrased elsewhere in the report, would be: Benzene from fuel
hydrocarbons have impacted human health, the environment, and California's groundwater resources
substantially less than had been anticipated in the 1970s and 1980s when most of the LUFT sites were
discovered.
COlUment G: The LLNL Recommendations Report states that well construction standards. intended to
isolate shallow groundwater contamination from deeper aquifers tapped by the wells, have effectively
lessened impacts on groundwater resources. While this may be true, it should be emphasized that the
protection offered by well construction standards is only temporary if the shallow contaminants are not
degrading fast enough. As discussed elsewhere in this report, rates of benzene degradation can vary
widely, and fuel oxygenates such as MTBE are highly resistant to degradation. Specifically, if the
contaminant does not degrade rapidly enough. given enough time and certain hydrogeologic conditions,
deeper contamination may occur via vertical transport.

CommentH: The LLNL Recommendations
Reportconsistentlysendsthe messagethat intrinsic
bioremediation(biodegradationat ratessufficientto effect remediation)of FHCs canbe expectedto
occur, without warningthe readersufficiently that it will not alwaysoccur, especially-forRFAs. The
report lacks adequatequalifiers for generalizationsof this nature,and repeatedlycites statisticson plume
lengthsin 90 % of the caseswithout devotingsufficientattentionto meaningof data from the remaining
10% of cases. 10% or 20% of the some20;000 LUFT sites in California still constitutesan enormous
problem. As discussedbriefly in this report, one cananticipatesituationsin which bioremediationis
hamperedby geochemicalconditionsand/ordownwardtransportof LUFT contaminantsto deeper,more
anaerobicgroundwaterzones.The Report's conclusionsand recommendations
shouldbe viewed as
applicableto many (perhapsmost) LUF~rsites, but only after site-specificevaluationshave been
performed(e.g., to demonstrateoccurrenceof intrinsic bioremediation)accordingto a properly
implementedrisk-baseddecision-makingapproach.
Comment I: The SB 1764 Advisory Committee strongly endorsesthe LLNL Recommendations Report
recommendation for California to adopt a RBCA decision-making framework; however. many details
remain to be worked out regarding how the new risk-based decision-making approach will be
imelemented throughout California.
Comment J: The Report implicitly assumesthat groundwater pump and treat is ~ engineered active
remediation technique [for LUFT sites] as compared to intrinsic passive bioremediation and that
remediation to MCLs is technically infeasible in every case. On the contrary, many sites have been
successfully remediated to MCLs (many by SVE/bioventing or means other than groundwater pump and
treat). Admittedly, groundwater pump and treat is still occasionally practiced in California despite its
ineffectiveness. The correction of this situation will hopefully be aided by the U.S. EPA Document
"How to Evaluate Alternative Cleanup Technologies for UST Sites" (EPA/510-B-94-003), which
describes a dozen remediation technolo,giesthat are vastly more efficient than groundwater pump and
treat.
Comment K: The LLNL Recommendations Report implies that it is worthwhile and necessaryto remove
floating product from all LUFT sites (including de minimis risk sites). Although the Committee agrees
that in most cases, floating product should be removed to at least the point of residual saturation, the
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decision to remove floating product should be made on a site-specific basis depending on the risk posed by
the product and the benefits, in terms of risk reduction, that may be provided by the product removal (see
SB 1764 Advisory Committee Recomnlendation No. 12).

CommentL: The Committeeagreesthatpassivebioremediationshouldbe considereda feasible
alternativefor many LUFT sites (LLNL Recommendations
Report's Conclusion5.4). However, the
Committeedisagreeswith the statementthat by usingpassivebioremediation,groundwaterquality is
"restored in approximatelythe sametime:period as canbe expectedusing activelyengineeredcleanups."
The Committeebelievesinsteadthat by ui.singstate-of-the-art
methodsand technology,groundwater
cleanupratescanbe greatly acceleratedover the typically obse(vedrates underpassive/intrinsic
bioremediation. The effectivenessof tecJlmologies
suchas SVE/bioventingand air sparging/bio-sparging,
andthe enhancementof passivebioremediationthroughthe additionof slow releaseoxygencompoundsto
petroleum-affectedgroundwaterhave be(:ndemonstratedat many LUFT sites.
CommentM: The Committeeagreeswith the majority of LLNL's Conclusion5.7, exceptfor the fourth
paragraph. The risk-baseddecision~making
approachshouldbe applied consistentlyto all cases;
regardlessof the depthto groundwater. The decisionto excavatecontaminatedsoils should hot be made
without first performing at leasta screeninglevel (e.g., Tier 1) assessment.
CommentN: The Committeesuggeststhat LLNL's Reconlll1endation
6.1 be modified to read "Utilize
passj.vebioremediation
as a remediationalternativewheneveral2l2rol2riate."What is appropriateshouldbe
guided by the risk-basedcorrective actionprocessappliedon a case-by-case
basis, includingcosteffectivenessevaluationsof the feasibleremediationalternatives. The first bullet item in Recommendation
6.1 shouldbe revisedto read "Minimize coststo effectivelyremediateLUFT sites within a reasonable
time frame." In somecases,the mostcosteffectivemeanswill be passivebioremediation;in other cases,
,.activelyengineered" measureswill be most costeffective at meetingthe cleanupgoalsindicatedby the
risk-basedcorrective actionapproach. The secondbullet in Recommendation
6.1 shouldbe revisedto
read "close casesafter sufficient sourceremoval." Definition for what is sufficientsourceremoval should
be decidedon site-specificallyusingthe risk-basedcorrectiveactionapproach. With thesesuggested
changes,the Committeeconcurswith Recommendation
6.1.
Comment0: The Committeeconcurs~1ithLLNL Recommendation
6.3, althoughthe critical term
"threat" once againrequiresdefinition, vvhichthe Committeebelievesa properly implementedrisk-based
corr~ctive action approachcanprovide on a case-by-case
basis.
CommentP: The Committeeconcurswith LLNL's Recommendations
6.2, 6.4, and 6.5 without
comment.
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M[INORITY OPINIONS

MI.

COMMENTS ON THE SWRCB EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S
DECEMBER 8, 1995 -.by John 1\1[.Farr

LETTER OF

The effort of the SWItCH to rapidly responldto the LLNL Recommendations Report by issuing the SWRCB
Executive Director's letter of December 8,1995 (signed by Walt Pettit) should be commended. The
significant regulatory responseto the letter suggeststhat the SWRCB possessesthe necessarypower to
rapidly effect significant change in the administration of the UST Program in California. While the
Executive Director's letter and the LLNL Recon;tmendationsReport have already resulted in substantially
altered attitudes and subjective judgments on the part of many regulators throughout the State, lasting
regulatory reform must be supported by more detailed written policy and guidance. If sufficient detail is
provided in written policy and guidance, there will be less need for management control (e.g., as provided
through the Executive Director's letter), and the attitudes and subjective judgments of individual regulators
will have less influence on the decision-malking process for LUFT sites in California. This will lead to more
consistent and technically defensible decisiionswithin the UST Program.
Although it is recognized that the Executive Director's letter was only intended to serve as interim guidance
for the UST Program, the following comments may help guide the development of long-t~rm guidance. The
example criteria in the Executive Director's letter, on how to characterize "low-risk groundwater" cases
("shallow groundwater with maximum depth to water less than 50 feet and no drinking water wells screened
in the shallow groundwater zone within 250 feet of the leak") are too simplistic, and not sufficiently
conservative for use in s~reening-level assl~ssmentsof the potential risks posed by LUFT sites. This is
particularly important because neither the LLNL Report nor the Executive Director's letter accounted for
the significant issue ofMTBE in the environment. Even in the absenceofMTBE, however, the example
criteria given in the Executive Director's ll~tterare not conservative enough for use in screening-level (e.g.,
Tier 1) risk assessments.
There are many sites with benzeneplume lengths greatly exceeding 250 feet horizontally, and the potential
for vertical contaminant migration to impalir beneficial uses in water-supply aquifers is not adequately
guarded against by simply requiring that tile "maximum depth to water [be] less than 50 feet." Considering
the high migration potential of recalcitran1:fuel additives such as MTBE, groundwater contaminant plumes
may grow to many thousands of feet in length at sites where tile leaked fuel contains such additives, and
scree,ning-levelcriteria to roughly assessthe risks posed by LUFT sites must account for this.
Extreme care must be exercised when issulingabbreviated guidance on LUFT site decision making.
Abbreviated guidance should be kept very' general, with no specific numerical criteria or examples given.
Quantitatively specific guidance should bl~provided in detailed written form for consistent and defensible
site-specific application.

M2. ANTI-DEGRADATION POLICY -by John M. Farr
Conclusion
SWRCB Resolution 68-16 (Anti-degradation Policy) serves as a cornerstone policy for water-quality
control by state and local regulators in California. The terse and somewhat vague language of this now
dated policy (1968), has been widely interpreted to indicate that any water-quality changes from
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"background" conditions (e.g.. due to LUFTs) representunacceptablewater-quality impacts that must
be mitigated. Res. 68-16 is the miDstcommonly cited policy in support of regulatory orders to conduct
site remediation to restore background, "non-detect," or drinking-water quality. As stated elsewhere in
this report, such remedial action o,bjectivesare often not economically justifiable, and they are often
not necessaryto protect human health, safety, the environment, or beneficial water uses. Resolution
68-16 has never been publicly reviewed or revised since it adoption, as required by the California
Water Code (sec. 13143).

Recommendation
The SWRCB should consider publicly reviewing Resolution 68-16 for possible revision and/or for
interpretive clarification as it spec:ifically addressesgroundwater protection and restoration. It would
be particularly useful to clarify th:atwater-quality protection and restoration should be consistent with
the maximum benefit to the people of the State, and not simply involve the protection and restoration of
all waters of the State to backgroumdquality, non-detect levels, or drinking-water quality at all times.
The State should also consider clalrifying that water-quality "degradation" should only be deemedsignificant in terms of how existing or probable future beneficial usesare or may be affected. For
example, water should not be considered "degraded" relative to its suitability for MUN d~signated
beneficial use simply because of increased constituent concentrations, when such increased
concentrations result in de minimis risk (e.g., no significant health risk associated with long-term
consumption) and the water meet!; the State's standardsof quality for drinking water, including
secondary aesthetic standards.

Discussion
SWRCB Resolution 68-16 is a policy for water-quality control adopted with the authority granted to
the SWRCB by section 13140 of1the State Water Code. Resolution 68-16 serves as one of the critical
policies relied upon by th~ SWRC:B for demonstration of consistency with the anti-degradation
requirements of the federal Clean Water Act. The SWRCB currently holds the delegation of this
federal program for surface waters. At the time of its adoption (1968), the policy did not specifically
contemplate or attempt to address:the complex technical issuesinvolved in groundwater contamination
and remediation.
The State Legislature, recognizing the dynamic and complex nature of water-quality issuesdirected that
"State policy for water quality control shall be periodically reviewed and may be revised" (Water Code
section 13143). I have found no evidence that Res. 68-16 has ever been publicly reviewed or revised. In
light of the numerous complex and technical issues relating to wise groundwater quality management, I
strongly recommend that the SWRCB consider publicly reviewing Resolution 68-16 for possible revision
and/or for interpretive clarification as it specifically addressesissues of groundwater contamination.
I wish to clarify that thi~ recommendation is.ilQ1intended to reduce the necessarywater-quality protections
provided by the SWRCB's anti-degradation policy. Rather, this recommendation is intended to improve the
policy by expressing the anti-degradation requirements more precisely and accounting for our current state
of knowledge.
To develop a balanced interpretation of California's Anti-degradation Policy (Resolution 68-16) and
understand why prevailing interpretations of the policy may not reflect its original intent, a historical
perspective on the nature of water quality control policies, water quality criteria, and analytical
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chemistry capabilities existing at the time Resolution 68-16 was adopted (1968) is useful. In light of
such a historical perspective, it can be seen how the wording of Resolution 68-16 has led to existing
interpretations that restrict California's water-quality control programs in their ability to fully adapt to
the major changes in water-quality ,control issues,water-quality criteria, and analytical chemistry
capabilities that have occurred over the nearly.3 decadessince Resolution 68-16 was adopted.
Resolution 68-16 was adopted primarily to addressrequirements of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act of 1965, during a time ofrapidl.y increasing regulation of waste disposal and/or discharge to the
waters of the State of California. Water pollution in the United Stateshad recently become an issue of
great concerti, and regulators were Jgainingauthority to control waste discharges to surface water and
groundwater. Public interest and rf:gulatory activity was focused on controlling point discharges of
waste to surface water bodies. The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1965 required statesto
establish water quality standards(fixed numerical concentration standardsfor known constituents of
concern) @d. general anti-degradation policies designed to protect against water quality degradation
that might not be adequatelycontrolled by more specific water quality standardsthat had been or would
be established.
California's anti-degradation policy (Resolution 68-16) states that "whenever the existing quality of
water is better than the quality established in policies as of the date on which such policies become
effective, such existing high quali~{ will be maintained until it has beendemonstrated to the State that
any change will be consistent with maximum benefit to the people of the State, will not unreasonably
affect present and anticipated bene:ficialuse of such Waterand will not result in water quality less than
that prescribed in the policies." Th.ispolicy statementcontains a provisjon allowing limited waterquality degradation when.it is in the best interest of the peopJeof the State. Such language was used in
the anti-degradation policies of most western stateSin the late 1960s, with the explanation that the
highly undeveloped nature of the V/estmay justify some water-quality degradation in the interest of
economic development based on the use of land and watenesources.
When interpreting the language quoted above, it is also important to recognize that the "quality" of
water must be judged in terms of i1:sintended use or uses, and that "water quality" is not simply the
numerical inverse of the chemical constituent concentrations found in the water. Water quality is a
Qualitative term indicating a water"s degree of suitability for a given use or uses. To illustrate that
lower chemical concentrations do not always result in increased water quality, recognize that plants and
anim~ls (including people) benefit from the dissolv~d solids found in all water. People often pay a
premium for bottled mineral water containing increasedconcentrations of dissolved solids. Another
example involves the suitability oi"waterwith elevated concentrations of nitrogen compounds for crop
irrigation. Water with elevated nitlrogenconcentrations would be entireJy suitable, indeed of high
quality, for use in irrigation, while it would be considered of inferior quality for drinking-water
supplies.
Thus, the common notion that any increase in detectable chemical concentrations in water represents
degradation of that water's ~.
(a common interpretation of Resolution 68-16) is fallacious. The
sheer folly of this widely held notion becomes clear in consideration of the ongoing progress in
lowering the analytical limits of detection for various chemicals in water. At some point, ever-lower
detectable concentrations of even the most toxic chemicals become insignificant, and water quality
control policies should acknowledge this fact. Unfortunately, the terse language of Resolution 68-16
does not addressthis, and it leaves too much room for widely differing interpretations of what
constitutes adequate protection for California's water resources.
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To better understand Resolution 68-16, it is useful to consider two relevant water quality documents
that existed at the time the Resolution was adopted. The State of California published the second
edition of "Water Quality Criteria" in 1963 (J.E. McKee and H. W. Wolf, State Water Quality Control
Board Pub. 3-A, Sacramento), ~Ihich has been widely used throughout the world as a guide in assessing
and managing water quality. At the time Resolution 68-t6 was adopted in California, the National
Technical Advisory Committee to the Secretary of the Interior published an updated "Water Quality
Criteria" ("the Green Book", 19c58,U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash., D.C.). These documents
presentedcriteria for a host of Vv'aterquality characteristics and constituents according to their
estimated effects on domestic w:atersupplies, industrial water supplies, agricultural irrigation waters,
fish and other aquatic life, shellfish culture, and swimming and other recreational uses. These
documents representedthe best available information in the existing literature combined with the
professionaljudgments ofrecogll1ized water quality experts of the day.
The U.S. Green Book differed from California's previous (McKee and Wolf, 1963) document in that
more prescriptive, fixed numeric:al water quality criteria were specified in the Green Book, in keeping
with the then new federal policie:s that forced a transition in California's water quality control policies.
The flexible water quality criteria ranges of McKee and Wolf gave way to fixed numerical water
quality standards (termed "objectives") for most constituents of contern, as specified in f:;-alifornia's
Regional Water Quality Control Plans (Basin Plans) of today. During this policy transition, McKee
and Wolf's recognition that case..specificevaluations of appropriate water quality standardswere
required in light of the many conrlpetinguses of the State's water seemsto have been effectively
forgotten in California's existing regulatory policy.
Notably, in many cases, water quality criteria of the late 1960swere set to levels at or approaching the
anal}1ical detection limits of the day. Many numerical water quality concentration standardshave been
lowered over the years, yet the g:apsbetweentoday's standardsand the analytical limits of detection
have increased significantly since Resolution 68-16 was adopted. In 1968, to guard against the
possibility that the fixed water quality objectives of any particular time might not be conservative
enoughto adequately protect human health and the environment, and to protect the waters of the State
from concentration increases of <:onstituentsfor which there are no set standards,the Anti-degradation
Policy (Resolution 68-16) was adopted. The general need for such water quality protection is
acknowledged, but the limitations of Resolution 68-16 and its failure to be unambiguously interpreted
and adapt to changing times must be recognized.
In most cases, municipal and domestic water supply is the most quality-sensitive use of groundwater,
and in such cases, Water quality objectives should not be set below the levels thought to representde
minimis health risk, or below the:prevailing drinking water standards,including secondaryaesthetic
standards of taste and odor. For constituents of concern for which no drinking water standardsexist,
protective levels would need to hie set on a case-specific basis using methods of risk assessment..
In some cases(e.g., surface waters), other beneficial uses such as fisheries may be the most quality-sensitive
use of water, and water quality olbjectiveswould need to be fully prqtective of this beneficial use. In no
case,however, should water quality objectives be adopted that require a higher water quality standard than
that sufficient to protect human health, safety, the environment, and the existing and probable future
beneficial uses of the water in question.
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M3. UST CLEANUP FUND REQUIREMENTS -by John M. Farr
Conclusion
The California UST Cleanup Fund (Cleanup Fund) exerts a controlling influence on the investigation and
remediation of most LUFT sites. While the Cleanup Fund has used its controlling position to curb
obviously unnecessaryexpenditures for site investigation and remediation, the Fund typically has not
encouraged adequate site data analyses or focused feasibility studies to compare and select the most costeffective remedial action(s), given the site constraints.

Recommendation
The Cleanup Fund should require that the adopted risk-based decision-making approach be applied to
determine appropriate remediation goals, and that whenever multiple feasible alternatives for site
remediation exist, a focused feasibility study of these alternatives be conducted to support selection of the
most cost-effective remedial action(s) to meet the risk-based remediation goals, given the site constraints.
The Cleanup Fund should also eru;ouragethe use of thorough, cost-effective (not least cost) site data
collection and interpretation in th(~interest of minimizing overall costs associated with LUFT site
investigations and cleanup.

Discussion
A significant portion of the investigation and remediation costs for many LUFT sites are now being
reimbursed by the Cleanup Fund. Because of the Fund's power to control expenditures, it is in a position of
significant regulatory authority. lrhis position of authority can be leveraged to compel the use of more costeffective investigations and remedial actions for LUFT sites seeking cost recovery from the Cleanup Fund.
The lowest-cost services (e.g., en'vironmental consulting services performed at the lowest hourly rates) do
not generally result in cost-effective site investigations and/or remediation. To the contrary, the more
thoughtful interpretation, analysis:,and decision making of more qualified workers generally reduces the
life-cycle costs of LUFT site investigation and remediation, even though more skilled workers command
higher hourly rates.
.
Although the UST Regulations, Article 11 requires a simple cost analysis feasibility study and the
impl~mentation of "the most cost-effective'corrective action," LUFT site regulators and Cleanup Fund staff
have not been routinely enforcing; this requirement. Consistent enforcement of this requirement would
improve the decision making for LUFT sites in California. The Cleanup Fund should also help ensure that
the adopted risk-based decision-making approach is properly applied to determine appropriate site-specific
cleanup goals.
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Executive S:ummaryof Minority Report Recommendations
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Boardeverything
makes policy
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a living essential
thing (people
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elsetoisalways
a pathway.
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It is t e Board's duty to protect all living things (people and biota) from exposure to
conta inated groundwater at the least possible cost.
-

3

The oard should classify LOFT sites according to the risk they pose.

4.

Insig ificant risk sites should be cleaned up by passive bioremediation.

5.

Sites hat pose a signific~mt risk should be actively remediated at the least possible cost.

6.

Sites that involve fuel ox.ygenatesshould be automatically classified as significant risk sites until
more .s known about the threat these additives pose, if any.

7.

Moni oring at low risk groundwater sites should be restricted to establishing plume stability;
moni oring at significant risk sites should be done to confirm the effectivene;ssof the chosen
activ remediation technology. In both cases,the minimum amount of monitoring to achieve
these goals should be undertaken.

8

The oard should initiate training and recruitment programs to increase the number of. personnel
quali led to handle LOFT sites. The Board should also identify a series of LUFT demonstration
sites 0 act as training grounds and test-beds,and to 'confirm the cost-effectiveness of risk-based
corre tive actions.
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Minority Report *
by
Robert Carrington-Crouch
Professor of Economics
University of California, Santa Barbara

Introduction
In July, 1994, the California State Water Resol,lrcesControl Board (SWRCB, "the Board") decided
to re-evaluate its Leaking Underground Fuel Tank (LUFT) cleanup procedures becausethe prevailing
corrective action processwas nQ,tbeing implemented in a consistent manner, was wasteful of resources,
and was becoming increasingly,controversial.
To support this effort, the B~:>ard's
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Program contracted with the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and experts from four campuses of the Univer,sityof
California to review the existing: LUFT decision-making processand submit recommendations for its
improvement.
The LLNL/UC LUFT team ,consistedof sevenpersonswith impeccable scientific credentials.
Several have international reput:itions. (I was present at the induction of one of them into the Russian
Academy of Sciences in 1994.) The Board can have complete confidence in the team's judgement.
On January 19th, 1995, I wa:sappointed to what has become known as the "SB 1764Committee".
SB 1764required the Board to "convene an advisory committee ...of distinguished chel1)ists,biologists,
health professionals, geologists, engineers, and other appropriate
professionals" to advise the Board on matters pertaining to the UST program. I was the economist
appointed to the SB 1764Committee.
.
Our committee held eight public meetings and more than fifteen public conference calls. We
reviewed voluminous quantities of written materials and were briefed by everyone who had an interest in
the UST program -including thc~LLNL/UC LUFT team. We also had the benefit of receiving hvo
reports from that team:
(i)
"Recommendations to Improve the Cleanup Process for California's LUFTs", LLNL,
October, 199:>;and
(ii) "The LLNL Historical CaseAnalyses Report", LLNL, 1995.
I found the LLNL/UC LUFT telun' s briefings and its Reports to be invaluable. They offer persuasive
and credible evidence that the LUFT "problem" has heretofore been overestimated, and that,
consequently, are-evaluation oj:"the LUFT program was in order.

Mr. Walter Pettit's Letter, 1218/95
With the LLNL/UC LUFT 1team'sReports in hand, Mr. Walter Pettit, the Board's Executive
Director, recommended what c~monly be described as a sea-changein the perspective and approach that
should be taken toward cleaniI:t!~up LUFTS.

* In preparing this Minority Report, I have drawn liberally on those parts of the Majority Report with
which I agree.
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In a letter "datedDecember 8,1995, and addressedto all regional water board chairpersons, all
regional water board executive officers, and all local oversight program agency directors, he observed
that the LLNL/UC LUFT team Rt:ports indicated that "the impacts to the environment from leaking
USTs were not as severe as once 1:hought." He also went on to note that the Reports present a convincing
argument "that passive bioremediation should be considered as the primary remediation tool in most
casesonce the fuel leak source has beenremoved."
In the light of the LLNL/LUFT team Reports, Mr. Pettit further recommended that local "cleanup
o\'ersight agencies should proceed aggressively to close low risk soil only cases" and for sites "affecting
low risk groundwater... that active remediation be replaced with monitoring to determine if the fuel leak
plume is stable. Obviously, good judgement is required in all of thesedecisions. However, that
judgement should now include knowledge provided by the LLNLreport."
In concluding, Mr. Pettit wrote that "What I propose ...represents a major departure from how we
have viewed the threat from leaking USTs." The Board's Chair, and the Regional Board Chairs, were
unanimous in support of the new perspective and approachto the cleanup process that Mr. Pettit
recommended. (Mr. Pettit's letter is attachedto this Minority Report as Appendix I.)

The SB 1764Advisory Committee's Responseto Mr. Pettit's Letter
As mentioned in the Introduction, the SB 1764 Committee was appointed to advise the Board on
matters pertaining to the UST re~;ulatoryprogram.
Notwithstanding this charge, on April 16, 1996, a majority of the SB 1764 Committee voted to
exclude all reference to Mr. Pettit's letter from the Report the Committee was preparing. I found this
decision to be incomprehensible. Mr. Pettit's letter signaled the most important change in the UST
regulatory program since its inception, but a committee appointed to evaluate that program voted to
ignore it. I am an economist, not.an ostrich, so my consciencedictates that I submit the following
Minority Report -which does make reference to Mr. Pettit's letter.

MINORITY REPORT
1. What is a Rece~tor?
The evidence I digested while on the SB 1764 Committee can be divided into two classes. Evidence
which defined a receptor as a living thing; and evidence which defined a receptor as dirt, groundwater,
wells, persons, ..., you name it. Those who presentedthe former type of evidence usually derived policy
inferences that were correct; tho:)e who presentedthe latter type of evidence always drew policy
inferences that were wrong.
Only living things (i.e., people and biota) can be logically defined as a receptor. Soil and
groundwater can never be defin~:das receptors. These arepathways. Soil and groundwater are
inanimate. They feel no pain and it is impossible to "harm" them. Every Philosophy 101 student knows
it is grossly anthropomorphic to assertthe contrary. Do you think a molecule of H2O feels better or
worse when a molecule of Jack Daniels nestles in alongside it? The question is ab~urd on the face of it,
isn't it? Equally, a water molec1:lledoesn't feel better or worse when a benzenemolecule nestles up
alongside it, either. So, it is absolutely essential when the Board makes policy to always bear in mind
that a receptor can only be a living thing, everything else is a pathway.
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2. The Board's Goal

Given that a receptor can only be a living thing, the Board's goal, or objective function,
becomesobvious. The Board's duty is to protect the people of California and its biota from
exposure to contaminateclgroundwater at the leastpossible cost.
The LLNL/UC LUFT team presentedoverwhelming evidence that the vast majority of LUFT sites
do not, and never will, threilten people or biota. Intrinsic bioremediation should be relied upon to
clean up these sites. They should be monitored minimally to confirm that intrinsic bioremediation is
occurring.
Many low risk sites have bc~enactively remediated in the past (usually by "pump and treat"). This
was a mistake. The Board's duty is to deliver clean water, not to invento~ clean water. Letme

expand.
(i) At a LOFT site tha1:is ~
goingto threatenpeopleor biota, it is pointlessto makegood
the quality of the groundwaterexceptby intrinsic bioremediaton.The only gain from active
remediationwould be the knowledgethatthe waterwascleanedup quickerthannaturewould
havecleanedit up; a trivial benefit-obtained
at enormouscost.
(ii) At a LUFT site tha1:will only threaten people or biota at some time in the future (often many
years), it is not wise to make good the quality of the groundwater ~
when the water will only
be used many years in l:hefuture. There are several reasons for this. (a) First, technological
progress will make cleEmupin the future cheaperthan cleaning up now. (b) Second, if you clean
it up now it could becoJmere-contaminated in the future and the first cleanup would be pure
waste. (c) Third, consiidera site that it will take $500,000 to clean up now, but the
contamination from tha.tsite is only going to threaten a receptor ten years from now. As stated,
if the site is cleaned up now and the clean water is inventoried for ten years, the cost will be
$500,000. But conside:rthe alternative. Clean up the site ten years from now when receptors are
about to be impacted. ,t\ssumingan 8% discount rate, this cleanup can be achieved for a mere
$230,00 current dollars (because$230,000 will accumulate to $500,000 in ten years time at 8%).

If this example is at all typical, this change in approach ("don't inventory clean water, deliver clean
water, ...,just in time") effectively doubles the Board's cleanup capability without asking for so much as
a single additional penny from the UST Cleanup Trust Fund. The practice of cleaning up now to protect
a receptor from being harmed ten years from now is equivalent to buying a house now but not moving in
for ten years. (The arguments presentedhere are n.Q1
affected by inflation. In an inflationary
environment the future cleanup cost increases,but so does the discount rate --and in proportion. So, the
cost in current dollars remains 1thesame.)
These considerations make it almost certain that the default case for groundwater cleanup will be at
point of use (or "well-head treatment").
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3. Risk Classification
In the past, tile Board has tenjjed to treat all LOFTs as though they posed equal threats. This caused
a misallocation of remediation resources. Too many resourceswere allocated to "low risk" sites, and too
few resources were allocated to "higher risk" sites. LOFT sites should be classified according to the
threat they present to a receptor.
Mr. Pettit was obviously right when he suggestedthat cleanup oversight agencies should
aggressively close low risk soil only cases,and that active remediation be replaced with monitoring to
determine if the fuel leak plume is stable at low risk sites where groundwater is impacted. It is
absolutely essential to get low risk casesoff tile table so that the Board and its advisors can get on with
the business of making good decisions incorporating judgments that factor in risk. May I add that lots of
elaborate, expensive, and time-consuming fate and transport modeling is not necessaryto decide what is,
and what is not, a low risk site. l'he principles enunciated in Mr. Pettit's letter, based as they are, on the
evidence presented by the LLNL'UC LOFT team in its Reports, are perfectly adequate to the task. There
is absolutely no need whatsoever to have 25,000 "fate and transporJ:models" massagedinto shape at the
taxpayer's cost, and the modeler's benefit, to prove that, yes, Mr. Pettit was right 90% of the time-exactly as the LLNL/UC LUFT tl~ampredicted.
4. Insignificant Risk Sites
The pernicious legal doctrint: of')oint, several, strict, and retroactive liability" imparts a stigma to
LUFT sites that makes them difficult to sell even when they pose an insignificant threat. A standard of
strict liability means that a firm that generatedcontamination would be liable, without a need to show
that the toxic contamination was due to negligence. Joint and several liability means that a firm found
even partially responsible could be held liable for up to 100 percent of all costs incurred in remediating a
site regardless of that firm's proportional contribution to the damage. Retroactive liability means that
current and previous owners can face cleanupcosts for practices that occurred years before and that may
well have been legal at the time. These wicked principles prevent sites being conveyed to their highest
and best uses and have made thousands of homeowners and businesspersons needlessly miserable.
Intrinsic bioremediation ShOlllldbe relied on to clean up these sites. The length of time a low risk site
takes to clean itself up is of little or no consequence. It does not matter whether a low risk site cleans
itself up tomorrow or ten years from now since, by definition, low risk sites present no threat to anyone
or anything. (This view is 180 degreesopposite to that expressed in Comments Land N of Section 17 of
the Majority Report.) The Board should simply make it a matter of public record that such sites may
contain residual hydrocarbons billt that these insignificantrisk sites pose no foreseeable threat to human
health, safety, the environment, and current, or future, beneficial water use.
5. Significant Risk Sites
A small minority of LUFT 5iitesdo pose a significant risk to human health, safety, and the
environment. This is where the Board should concentrate its remediation resources. These sites should
be remediated at the least possible cost before they impact a receptor. (Not, note, necessarily actively
remediated now; but before the~{impact a receptor.) The Board should consider modifying the existing
regulatory framework to allow consideration of risk-based cleanup goals higher than non-detect,
background, or MCLs. If it does, the estimated degree of residual risk should be made a matter of public
record.
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6. Passive Bioremediation

Actively remediating low risk sites where there is, by definition, no threat to human health, safety, an
ecosystem, or beneficial water use, now or in he future, does more harm than good. This is because no
threat is avoided and positive environmental harm is done by generating the energy necessaryto do the
active remediation -which has almost invariably been"pump and treat". (Here the water regulators are
working at cross-purposeswith the air regulators. However, seethe next section where the situation is
reversed.)
At1hese low risk sites, pas!,ive bioremediation is the optimal remediation alternative. Once the fuel
leak source has been removed at .low risk sites, active remediation should be completely eschewed.
Instead, the site should be moniitored (at the .leastpossible cost) to confirm plume stability and that
passive bioremediation is doin~~its job.
LMJrBE

and Other Fuel Ox~genates

Well after the LLNL/UC LOFT team accepted its charge to suggestways to improve the cleanup
process, problems associated with MTBE and other fuel oxygenates at some LUFT sites emerged. The
possible threat, if any, that these oxygenates may imply for personsand ecosystemshas not yet been
established. However, in light ,ofthis uncertainty, the Board should be conservative and err on the side
of safety. All sites where fuel oxygenates are detected should be classified as "significant risk sites"
(until the threat, if any, that these fuel oxygenates generatehas beenestablished).
(Parenthetically, may I obsl~rvethat we have a governmental "left-hand/right-hand" problem with
MTBE. Air quality regulators never considered the consequencesofMTBE getting into water, even
though MTBE may have the po,tentialto create water quality problems. Ifwe knew two years ago what
we know now, would we be using MTBE? Should we continue to use it? Air and water quality
regulators should speakto each other. See previous section.)
8. Monitoring
Monitoring at low risk groundwater sites should only be done to confirm plume stability.
Monitoring at significant risk siitesshould be done to confirm the effectiveness of the chosen active
remediation technology. In both cases,the minimum amount of monitoring to achieve those goals is all
that is required. All monitorin~~should be done with extreme care. Poorly executed monitoring can open
up'new pathways for contaminants to spread -only making a bad situation worse.
9. Need for Skilled Practitioners and Demonstration Sites
Since the large number of IJUFT sites has outrun the number of qualified personnel available to
handle them, the Board should initiate training and recruitment programs to remedy this deficiency. In
conjunction with these programs, the Board should also identify a series of LUFT demonstration sites to
act as training grounds for the implementation of risk-based corrective action, to act as test-beds for new
technologies and procedures, and to confirm the cost-effectiveness of risk-based corrective action.
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I O. Fin~1 Observations

The majority purports to critique the two LLNUUC LUFT team Reports in Section 17 of the
Majority Report.

(i)

Comment Ein Section 17 is wrong from beginning to end, with trivial exceptions, in both
its physics and its economics.

(ii)

Comment L in Section 17 says "state-of-the-art methods and technology" (read,
"expensive" methods and technologies) can accelerate cleanup rates. No doubt.
However, the ratt: of cleanup is of little or no consequenceat low risk sites as long as
passive remediation is doing its job. (See section 4, supra.)

(iii)

Comment N in Sc~ction17 contains the same flawed logic. There is no reasonto increase
spending "to remediate LUFT sites within a reasonabletime frame" when it is a low risk
site. As observed before, the rate of cleanup is of little or no consequenceat low risk sites
as long as passivt~remediation is doing its job.
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~NHITE PAPERSSUBMITTED TO THE
SB 1764ADVISORY COMMITTEE
1. Anderson Consulting GrouQ (John Baker)
Inability to Close UST Sites Dole to Over-Restrictive Cleanup Standards
2

Arco Product~ Comj2anv (Ralph J. Moran)
Consistency, Reasonableness of Requirements

3. Borsuk. Mark. Attorney at Law (Mark Borsuk)
Abolish the UST Program
4. Central Valle)::R~gional Board S1;ill
-Recommendations for Consistc:nt Analysis and Evaluation of Sampling at Fuel Leak Sites (Karen

Clementsen)
'Use of Leachability, Fractionaltion, and Chromatograms in Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon (TPH)
Analysis (Jon B. Marshack, Gordon Lee Boggs)
5. Citx of Bakersfield (Howard Wines)
Water Quality Control Plans folr Each Basin Should Contain UST Standards
6. Cit~ of Vernon (Lewis J. Pozzebon)
Corrective Action Is Difficult for Responsible Parties to Implement for Two Main Reasons
7. DeQartmentof Toxic SubstancesControl (Barton P. Simmons)
How Can the Cost of UST Testing Be Reduced While Still Providing Data of A1:ceptable Quality?
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8.

Environmental

Resource Couru;jJ (Roland Brust)

Cleanup Standards Have N,[)t Been Based on Science or Common Sense
9.

Geomatrix (Dawn Zemo)

Recommended Analytical Requirements for Petroleum Sites
10. Horizon Environmental Inc. (Gary Barker)
Develop Methodology for D.etermining Cleanup Levels for Consistent Us\! Statewide
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratorx:(Dave Rice. Dr. William Kastenberg, Brendan Dooher, Dr. Lome
Everett, Steven Cullen, Dr. Miguel Marino, and Randy Grose)
The LUFT Manual Is Incoru.istently ][mplemented
Local Agency Staff May Be Untrained to Deal with Cleanup Issues

Califorhia Groundwater Is r~ot Actively Managed
Financial IncentivesDo Not Exist to CompelClosure
]2. Orange CountY (Karen Hodel and Seth Daugherty)
Delineation of Nonaqueous Phase Liquid (NAPL)
Use of Risk Assessment (Risl<-based Corrective Action)
Vertical Delineation of Dissolved Phase Plumes from Hydrocarbon Fuels less Dense than Water (LNAPL)

The Need for Contaminant Ilemoval
Classificationof Ground Water Basins
13. Pacific Environmental Grouj2.llli;.. (Erin Gamer)
Inconsistent Content Requinements for Corrective Action Plans

Inability of the State to PassModified Version of Reso.Iution92-49
Premature Enforcement Action
14,'Qt;.M (Penny Silzer)

Lack of Policy and Guidance for Setting Groundwater CleanupGoalsabove Background
15. San Francisco Ba~ Regional Board Staff
Sources of Drinking Water (IKevin Groves)
Let's Implement ASTM Risk- Based Corrective Action (Kevin Graves)
Misinformation

Regarding H~esourceIf»rotection (Kevin Graves)

LUST Data Management(KI:vin Graves)
Integrating Resource Protec1:iveStandards and Risk-based Standards into California's
Program (Ravi Arulanantham and Stephen Morse)

LUFT Cleanup

Using Net Benefit Analysis to Manage Risk and Value of Groundwater Resources (Ravi Arulanantham,
Stephen Morse, Douglas Charlton)
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Tier 1 Standards for LUFT Site:§Adjacent to Surface Waters (Diane Mims)
Groundwater to Surface Water Concerns (John West)
State and Local Luft Computer Tracking Efficiency (John West)
Prioritizing

TPH Plume Sites (E,rad Job)

Managing Lo\v Concentration TPH Plumes Based on Total Chemical Oxygen Demand (Brad Job)

Looking to the Future with Our State and Local LUFT Computer Database's(JohnWest)
16. Santa Clara Valley Water District

Off-site Migration of Contamination (Jim Crowley)
Procedures for Determining Whether an Unauthorized Release has Occurred from a UST Based on
Results of Sample Analyses Does Not Exist (Christine Tulloch, Jim Crowley)
17. Shell Oil Products (Gustafson, Boschetto, Fossati,Richter, Kirk, and Claudio)
Regulators
Large Amounts of Site Monitoring Data that are not Necessary for Making
ManagementRequire
Decisions
-

Active Remediationis Required!Irrespective of Cost, Time or Potential Exposure Considerations
Application of Remediation is nlotBased on Balancing Costs Versus the Benefits from These Technologies
Land Transactions are Hindere~d for Sites with a "Contaminated"

Stigma

The Current SystemDoes Not I"anage the Restoration of Contaminated Groundwater in a Way that
Insures the Maximum Benefit to the Peopleof the State
TPH Alone Is Not a Meaningful Indicator of Risk from Hydrocarbon Contamination
The Existing Regulatory Infrastructure

Does Not Allow for Cost Effective, Efficient Environmental

Project Arrangement Nor Doe~jit Support Risk Management Decision-Making
l=he Burden of Proof is in the ~lesponsible ~arty to Show that an Action Requested by an Agency Is Not
Appropriate
18. State Water Board Staff (Charles:Nesmith)
Establish Reasonable Statewide Numerical Cleanup Standards for Soil and Ground Water
19. Thomas and Associates (Thoma:; Stotlet)
UST Regulatory Process

20. ~
(JoeOdencrantz)
Uncertainty in Site Specific Assessment
21. Ultramar
Regulatory RequirementsAre Without CostVs. Benefit,and Are Basedon Local Guidelines in Placeof
the Environmental Law (RandallK. Stephenson)
the Basic Framework of California's

UST Program is Flawed (Glenn R. Dembroff)
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The ,. Non-degradation Poli(:y" is in Conflict with the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Water
Code) (Terrence A. Fox)
The Cleanup Standards are Arbitrary and Capacious and Do Not Reflect the True Threat to Human
Health and the EnvironmeO!t (Kenneth R. Earnest)
22. Unocal (David J. Camolle)
Lack of Guidance for Groullldwater Monitoring Requirements
23. Yim. Okun & Watson -Attorneys at Law (Randall A. Yim)
Purpose of Resource Protection Standards; Need for Tiered Decision Making
24. Western States Petroleum AsS'Dciation(WSPA) (JeffSickenger)
WSPA Recommendations allid Concurrence with Other White Papers
Recommendations
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